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President Visits-Great Wall; Meets
With Chou En-lai

een&Hear HouseStll A
Around
To Be Released During Day
Murray

FRANKFORT,Ky.(AP)- A Swinford of Cynthiana- as one ment. Those bills, which were
bill to allow inmates at Ken- that 22 states had in 1968 and requested by the Child Welfare
tucky's penal institutions to be more than half have now.
Department, were:
released during the day to hold
-HB297, allowing ler exHouse
Several
members
obPEKING (AP)--- President long waft winding westwarek-be-Thanks to Reuben Rowland private jobs or get educational
pungement of juvernIk-court
Nixon visited the Great Wall of expressed the hope that
. for the Red Oak acorns. We just training has been approved by jected to allowing prisoners to records of anyone under 18, exbe released before their senChina today and called for an pies, regardless of their differmight put out a couple of them. the House.
tences were up, but others said cept for violations involving
end to "walls of any kind be- ent backgrounds and philosophThat is, if the Squirrels don't see
the
allowing
205,
House Bill
hearing
A
vehicles.
motor
the present system was not
tween peoples." Then he met ies, will have an opportunity to
us.
state Corrections Department
working and something new would have to be held on the
in the afternoon with Pre- communicate with each other."
late
to adopt the so-called "work rematter before records were
mier Chou En-lai for their
The following appeared in the lease program," was passed on should be tried. Those support- sealed. The bill was passed 81Later, at the nearby burial
help
fourth session of talks.
March 17, 1853 issue of the a 60-27 vote Wednesday after a ers said the bill would
of the Ming emperors,
vaults
make the prisoners productive 6.
"What is most important is Nixon commented: We have
County Gentleman and is en- lengthy debate. It now goes to
Rep. Bart Peak,D-Lekington,
members of society instead of
that we have an open world," not known Asia well enough.
titled "How to "Finish" a the Senate.
said the bill would mean that
prison repeaters.
.11resident. told „newsmen Communications haver been
----Daughter".
In addition to allowing in'Sooner or later, the felons someone convicted In juven1311accompanied hiril to the badly neglected." He said he
"1 Be always telling her-how-matea to work or attend classes
are going to be released," as- court would not have too hale
engineering marvel built 2,200 hoped many Americans would
pretty she
in the community and return to
life.
his
all
record
criminal
a
serted Rep. William Sohnuao- -years ago to keep out the bar- have a chance to visit China.
"2. Instill into Tier-rnVirrii prison at night, the bill would
-HB302, Allowing appealirof-tdecke, R-Covington, "They
barians.
The temperature was 27 deproper love of dress.
specified
visit
to
allow, them
should not have to come out juvenile court rulings to the cir"One result of this trip," Nix- grees for the President's first
"3. Accustom her to so much places for up to seven days at a
to
juvenile
the
with
court
only acclimated to prison. This cuit
on continued, "we hope may be sightseeing since his arrival in
pleasure, that she is never time. Community residential
is a good way to phase them be released pending the outthat walls erected, whether China Monday. He was accomhappy at home.
by
up
set
be
centers also could
givthus
appeal,
come
that
of
in.,,
physical like this wall, or panied by Mrs. Nixon, Secre"4. Allow her to read nothing the Dgpartment to help rehaas
rights
same
Three other bills passed and ing them the
whether they are other walls, tary of State William P. Robut novels.
bilitate the convicted felons.
sent to the Senate were de- adults have. The bill was
ideological or philosophical, gers, other members of his
"5. Teach her all of the acThe plan, which was recom91-0.
passed
signed to protect juveniles apwill not divide_the_veisple of the staff and the usual crowd of
complishments, but none of the mended by the state Crime
-HB298, Allowing the Child
pearing in court or in the care
world."
American newsmen and photogutilities of life.
Commission, was defended by
of the Child Welfafe Depart- Welfare Department to give
Looking out across the snow- rapbers.
"6. Keep her in the darkest Rouse Majority Leader John
consent for medical or surgical
IT'S CAPTAIN NOW-Miss Laraine Guyette, insistent dusted hills at the 1,500-mileDeputy Premier Li Hsienignorance of the mysteries of
treatment needed by a juvenile
professor of nursing at Murray State University, takes the oath
nisei, Foreign .Minister Chi
housekeeping.
committed to its care. That
during ceremonies to commission her a captain in the U.S. Army
Registration Of Sigma
Peng-fei and their wives were
"7. Initiate her into the
permission could not extend to
Administering the oath is Capt. R. Gary Marquardt,
Reserves.
hosts for the trip.
principal that it is vulgar to do
abortions or sterilization operM.D., Murray,of the 807th Station Hospital in Paducah,the unit to Kindergarten Announced
After the 40-mile drive from
anything for herself.
which Captain Guyette will be assigned. She has become the
Peking, the presidential party
(Continued on Page Twelve)
"8. And, lastly, having given
Registration is now open for
fourth nurse in the 135-member 807th Station Hospital, which has
her such an education, marry
(Continued on Page Twelve)
fall session of the Sigma
the
year.
a
about
counPaducah
in
Kentucky
located
central
been
north
(AP
Ky.
FRANKFORT,
or
her to a clerk in Washington,
according
Kindergarten,
to
Woolley)
Wilson
by
(Photo
disties.
senatorial
state
four
Only
to an ensign that is going out to
Mrs. Robert Johnson, KinThe eight Jefferson County
tricts are relatively sure of
sea.
dergarten
chairman of the
redrawn
be
would
then
districts
reapporuntouched
a
by
going
rules
"Follow . the above
Sigma Department of the
carefully, and your daughter tionment plan ' being prepared to achieve population balance.
Miss Jewell Deene Ellis,
Murray Woman's Club.
delegation
county's
by the Senate State Govern- The
will be "finished' !"
home
formerly on the
Parents desiring to enroll
reached some tentative conment Committee.
economics faculty at Murray
PADUCAH, Ky.( AP)-Padutheir child should call 753-3017
The state's 38 senators were( clusions on the matter. Wed- State University, has assumed
Most of the nations which
cah Mayor Dolly McNutt anfor
further
information.
The
•
benefited from the American invited to a meeting ei the: nesday.
her new duties as acting
The Kirksey Parent-Teacher Lovett, presidenkititilitifillin kindergarten is located in the nounced Wednesday that the
outlay of about $50 billion under committee to raLse objecliOnsia - Inuivëthe8senators director of the division of home
city is studying a proposal that
A,sociation
voted to place a attend clue to Mani Ii her Robertson School building.
far.
so
made
alternative
proposals
offered
will be _
the lend-lease program in World
economics education in the
could preserve the city's bus
plaque
in
of
memory
the late family.
The four districts likely to re- plans. They include:
War II have settled their acservice.
Kentucky Department of
M.B. Rogers, who served as
Johnny Bohannon, Kirksey
-Shifting the southwest cor- Education.
count. Russia is the only nation main unchanged are the 20th,
Kelly Transportation Co. has
the
of
principal
Kirksey
School
the
that
announced"
principal,
which has not. They owe the composed of Bullitt, Spencel-r, ner of Marshall County from
'notified the city it will cease
She replaced Miss Mary Bell for
twenty-three years, at the Calloway County Board of
U.S. about $11 billion dollars Shelby and Franklin counties; the 2nd to the 1st District in Vaughan, who retired this
operations March.7.
held Tuesday af- Education will pay for paint to
and have turned down an offer the 22nd, composed of Mercer, Western Kentucky or transfer- month as head of the division meeting
However, Mrs. McNutt said
the
at
lornoon
school.
if
rooms
class
the
redecorate
Madito settle for $2.6 billion. They Jessamine, Garrard and
ring all of Marshall to the 1st within the Bureau of Vocational
the company has offered to
Mr.
Rogers
to
came
Kirksey the parents will volunteer their
have offered us 53(X) million to son counties; the 18th, Made up district but moving Carlisle and Education in Frankfort.
Hal Riddle, Hollywood screen continue service for payment of
High School as principal in 1948 services to do the painting.
of Mason, Lewis, Carter and the northern half of Graves
settle the debt.
and television actor, and son of $750 a month by the city and a
Miss Ellis, whose experience and
served in that capacity until
Announcements were made of Mr. and Mrs. F. H. Riddle of "strengthened contract."
Greenup counties, and the 31st, counties from the 1st to the 2nd in home economics education
his retirement in June of 1971. the
Intramural Mayfield, formerly of Murray,
Grade
"Drawing on my fine com- composed of›Pike and Lecher district.
Mrs. McNutt said the comspans more than 20 years, had
-Balancing the 17th and 21st served six months in the He had served as principal at basketball games to be held will appear on the NBC pany would be asked to spell
mand of language, I said counties: Fulgham,
Pryor,
seven
at
Symsonia,
25,
February
Jefferson
Friday,
in
Some districts
Benchley.
districts in southeast Kentucky department as acting assistant
nothing"....Robert
television show, "Days of Our out what it
means by
County might go unchanged as by grouping Laurel, Clay, Les- director of home economics and Farmington Schools before p.m.at the school with the doors Lives", today and tomorrow. "strengthening of the coneverybody _ is well. The county is expected to lie and Knox countiesplus-Cor- education" before stepping up coming to Kirksey in 1948. He
"'When_
Riddle will play the role of the tract."
had been in the teaching field
,nantre'd in the serial seen here
somebody, then nobody is lose arm* 6,300 residents bin in the 21st and-Harlan, Bell into the new post.
The_ city, she said, does not.
for forty-three years.
anybody" Jemrnin Jih Pao- from the tith District ei Re- and the rest of Whitley counties
at one p.m. Monday through consider payment of the $750 a
A BoYle County native who
publican Scott Millerto the 26th in the 17th, by placing Clay, earned both the B.S. and MS. ..lbe former Kirksey school
.Friday. He recently finished a inolitfre subsidy': "We wo
District of Democfit Thomas Laurel, Whitley and part of degrees at the University of principal died December 5.
part in a Jack Lemrnon movie, purchase the service as we do
Harris, who represents several Knox in the 21st and the other Kentucky, she served 22 1971, at the Murray-Calloway
"Save The Tiger".`
other services."
half of Knox plus Leslie, Bell counties in West Kentucky as an County Hospital after an illness
of
two
about
months.
His wife,
and Harlan in the 17th.
intinerant teacher trainer
Mrs. Duma Rogers,is a teacher
-Adding the northern tip of during her 101
2 years at Murray
/
of the sixth grade at Kirksey
Martin County, now in the 29th State.
School.
at
and
Boyd,
to
faculty
Lawrence
district,
the
joining
Before
Intramural basketball games
Mrs. Harold Fones,PTA viceJohnson counties in the 25th, or Murray State, Miss Ellis taught
will be played at the Kirksey
president, presided at the
in home economics at Nicholas
needed
population
the
taking
Elementary School on Friday,
the 25th from Elliott County in- County High School for nine meeting. The plaque in
February 25, with the doors to
memory of Mr. Rogers will be
Final plans have been stead and moving a portion of years, including seven years as
WASHINGTON (AP)- A 20- sending the bill to the Senate.
open at 6:15 p.m. and the first
28th a supervising teacher for the hung in the hallway of the
County
the
from
Fleming
local
the
for
completed
Chairman Russell B. Long,.
hike in Social Security
per-cent
game to start at seven p.m.
district to the 27th. If the first University of Kentucky. She Kirksey School. Mrs. Ruby
benefits is off to a strong start D-La., of the Senate committee
Games on the schedule this congretation of Jehovah's
proposal were accepted, the also spent six months in Israel
said his panel also will look at
in the election-year Congress.
week will be the first grade boys Witnesses to attend the
as an International Farm Youth
The legislation, introduced in a proposal to insure that all Sovs. the second grade boys, the "Conscious of Our Spiritual (Continued on Page Twelve(
Exchange during that peiord.
a surprise move Wednesday by cial Security beneficiaries are
third grade boys vs. the fourth Needs" circuit assembly in
A former president of the
Rep. Wilbur D. Mills, D-Ark., lifted above the poverty level.
grade boys, and the third grade Nashville over the week-end of Temple Hill Lodge To
Kentucky Home Economics
There appears little doubt the
Rogers
B.
M.
would also reduce slightly this
girls vs. the fourth grade girls, March 10-12.
Dr. Fred L. Wiison, son of Mr.
Association, she left Murray
As many as 1800 are expected Hold Session Saturday
according to Johnny Bohannon,
the year the payroll-tax increase Senate will increase the 5-perof
and
p.m.,
6:15
at
Wilson,
open
to
0.
Green
Mrs.
and
State in 1971 to direct the home
to gather at the Hillsboro High
principal.
sale being conducted already planned-but would cent raise now pending, probCurriculum Route 7, has been elected magazine
State
Economics
be School on Hillsboro Pike,
will
Refreshments
276
No.
Lodge
Temple Hill
through eighth make up for it next year with a ably at least to Mills' 20-perDepart- secretary-treasurer of the New by the third
cent figure.
stiff hike on higher incomes.
available at the games. The coming from.22 congregations Free and Accepted Masons will Project for the State
State Section of the grades.
York
When Mills unexpectedly inof
Mills,
House
chairman
the
admission will be twenty-five located in central and western meet in a called session at the ment of Education.
observed
was
Day
of
Founders
Association
Five of Miss Ellis's six sisters American
and fifty cents. The public is Tennessee and western Ken- hall on Saturday. February 26,
invitations being Ways and Means Committee, troduced his proposal, Social
special
(AAPT
with
Teachers
Physics
have followed her in the home
hikes were being
tucky.
invited.
at seven p.m.
Wilson, administrative -extended to all past presidents asked the Senate Finance Com- Security
all
George Bandarra, presiding
the Senate and rein
planned
mittee
to
in
incorporate
bill
his
Work will be in the Entered economics profession,
Past
meeting.
assistant to the dean at the to attend this
minister here in Murray, an- Apprentice degree. All Masons graduating from the University
and the Social Security-welfare leg- ports were circulating that the
present
National Technical Institute for presidents
of Kentucky.
nounced today that Henry C. are invited.
Nixon administration was prethe Deaf, is a graduate of presented a special gift were islation it is considering. The
Brewer, newly assigned district
paring . to recommend a sub20-per-cent
hike
would
substiBilly
Mrs.
Mrs. Harold Fones,
Murray State University.
minister for this area and
stantial increase.
being named ad- Tidwell, Mrs Buddy Anderson, tute for a 5-per-cent increase
to
Prior
representative of the WatMills, a contender for the ministrative assistant to the Mrs. James Gray, Mrs. Loyd the House approved before
chtower Bible and Tract
presidential nomDemocratic
dean at NTID, the only national Cunningham,' Mrs. James
.
Jackson Purchase
Ststiety of New York, will be
nation, said he decided to sponVirdon
school
Mrs.
and
technical
Tucker,
postsecondary
Periods of rain with a chance the principal speaker. Brewer
sorn increase after accepting
for the deaf, Wilson was an Tucker.
of
today has spe,pfrfffteen years in the
thundershowers
a finding by the Social Security
The secretary, Mrs. Edward
associate professor of pllysics
through Friday. Little tempera- full-.1e ministry, five years at
Advisory Council that the sysand
minutes,
the
read
Willie,
the
in
specialist
educational
and
ture change. Highs today 55 to
An "Oral Communication and company training courses for
world headquarters in New
was adequately funded for
tem
Coleman,
Charles
60. Lows tonight in the low to 'York. Brewer's wife, Joy, Leadership Training Course" several nationally-known firms. College of*Science at Rochester Mrs.
Members of the Oaks Country
Technology, NTID's treasurer, gave her report. The Club will have a dessert-card larger benefits.
of
Institute
mid 40s. Highs Friday in low travels, with her husband and will be offered to the public here
The measure, involving about
While with the Carnegie sponsoring institution.
room count for the mot parents party on Saturday, March 4, at
50s. Saturday clearing and a has been active in missionary next mouth.
billion in benefits above
$8
program he organized and
present was a tie between Mrs. 7:30 p.m., according to a club
Before joining NTID in 1969,
little cooler. Probability of pre- service since 1959.
The instructor, Ken Bristow, instructed two classes each in
present levels, would increase
grade
research
second
Dailey's
Cheryl
senior
Wilson
Dale
a
was
former
a
Carnegie Mayfield and Murray. He has
cipitation 80 per cent today, 60
spokesman.
Congregation meetings at the is
the average benefit from $133
per cent tonight, 40 per cent local Kingdom Hall on North Course instructor who now presented workshops and clinics physicist with Esso Production room and Mrs. Alice HumAll members are urged to to $162 a month for a retired
operates his own program with for a number of other companies Research Company, a division phreys' third grade room.
Friday.
attend the social event and to
16th Street Extended will be headquarters in Evansville, Ind.
Following the meeting the bring a dessert. Other games worker, $222 to $269 for a
and financial institutions in the of Humble Oil and Refining
Kentucky State Forecast
canceled for the week-end while
couple, and $114 to $153 for a
special
PTA furnished a
Company, Houston, Texas.
Bristow was an area vice Midwest.
will be provided for persons wtio widow, Mills said.
Cloudy with little change in the congregation attends the
serve
to
cake
Day
the
Founders
of
member
a
is
Wilson
of
president
Dale
Carnegie
He described the rouse as an
do not play cards, the club
temperatures today through to- Nashville assembly. The
The tax consequences would
t,
Courses for 10 years, during action program, based on the American Physical Society, the along with other ref.-eshments spokesman said.
morrow. Showers and a few highlights of the assembly will
principally for those in
vary,
which time he personally philosophy that we best learn by American Nuclear Society and furnished by the home room
For further information call higher earning brackets.
thunderstorms today, becoming be reached when Brewer speaks
Mrs.
grade,
third
trained
the
for
of
over
3,000
mothers
persons.
Association
He
the
American
doing."
Mr. and Mrs. A.R. Hatcher 753more numerous over the state on the subject , ",re You also has conducted
However, tax rates prpyided
customised
the Advancement of Science. Alice Humphreys, teacher.
The
9517, Mr. and Mrs. J.P. Parker in the pending legislation would
tonight and tomorrow. High to- 'Marked' for Survival?" The
•
He and his wife now live at 541
deth
areas or
communication,
rse ist°inclu
better
753-2923, or Mr. and Mrs. David be revised to soften the tax.i.mday and tomorrow in the 40s talk will be given on Sunday,
ABOARD U§S FRANKLIN
IN
FINED
GRAVES
I,ine
Town
d
human
Henrietta-Pittsfor
self-confidence,
Thompson 753-5036.
and 50s. Lows tonight in the 30s March 12. Everyone is invited.
pact this year and rise more
Navy Petty Officer Third relations, enthusiasm and Road, Henrietta, N.Y.
Roger Runyon of Murray
and 40s.
thereafter.
gradually
Class Kenneth R. Dix, son of motivation, thinking and
Route Three and Loyd Gray
The maximum tax paid by an •
FREE DOG
Mrs. Euple Butler of Route 1, sneaking in public, memory of
CHORUS REHEARSAL
CORRECTION/
Kentucky Extended Outlook
Evans of IVturray Route Six
. A three months old dog, part employe this year, and
. William H. Horribucklf was Alin°, Ky..,_ has sailed for the
The Chorus of the Music were each tined $28.0 on
Information,
Saturday through Monday
and
names
with
Mediterranean
Attack imProvill.listening ability, and Department of the. Murray charges of speeding in the Collie and part German matched by his empioyer,.
Fair and cool Saturday named to the Murray Municipal
Woman's Club will have a Graves County Court, ac- Shepherd,is free to someone for would be $530.40, enmPare4„--,_
through Monday. Highs in the Housing Commission instead Squadron 15 aboard the attack
aircraft
cirrieeTISS
Cornof
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and
Franklin
the
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Senators Air Feelings
On State Remap Plans

Jewell Deene Ellis
Assumes New Duties

City Of Paducah Is
Studying Proposal

Plaque In Memory Of Mr. Rogers
Planned By Kirksey PTA At Meet

Hal Riddle To Be
In Television Show

Intramural Games
At Kirksey Friday

Local Congregation
To Attend Assembly

20 Per Cent Social
Security Hike Asked

In Nashville, Tenn.

Fred Wilson Named
To Office In AAPT

The Weather

Communication Course
Will Be Offered Here

40 Z

1-7114

Dessert-Card Party
Planned At Oaks

-
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Nixon Visit Good
It will be some time before the full effect o
President Nixon's trip to China will be felt.
On the one hand the United States has not been
friendly with China over the past two decades and in
fact have supported the principal adversary of
China on Formosa. But on the other hand here we
have two great powers, one admittedly just
emerging into the industrial world 91 1972 that mu-st
be- on Spiairni1ims for thegood of peace in the
world.
If America and China desire to be friends, this can
be brought about. It is only when one party or the
other does not want- to cooperate, that a meeting of
the minds cannot be achieved. A case in point is
North Viet Nam.
We feel that Chou en Lai and Mao both are fully
cognizant of the move that has been made by
President Nixon and the United States. Asiatics are
so conscious of face saving that they can appreciate
his move far more than many Americans. The move
made by President Nixon would not have been made
by Cho en Lai.
There are many,of course, who say that President
Nixon's trip to China is purely political and is meant
to have an impact on the domestic scene to pave the
way for his re-election. This is low horizon thinking
as far as we are concerned because better relations
with China are far more important than many of the
other problems that we face.
How the Formosa situation can be resolved is
anybody's guess. We certainly have no solution.
Perhaps the impending retirement of Chiang Kai
Shek will ease the problem.

We 1Mid

the daring move made'byPresident

Nixon. He had no idea how he

might be receivedwhether he would get a cold reception-whether he

might be literally insulted-or whether his visit
would be turned into a blatant propaganda tool.
It is our opinion that his going to China in person
and speaking with and meeting Chou and Mao in
their own land, will bear fruit. Just how and when,

we do not know. but we think it was a good move and
one which will bear good results in the future.

Today
Ten Years Ago
run
__LW= a Tana

Dave Alton, age 67.dbilirebruary flat Pontiac,Mich_ Funeral
and burial services Al be held here toinorrow.
Employees of the Murray Manufacturing Company set an all
time high production record on February 22 when they produced
766 gas ranges.
SFC Leslie H. Ellis, Jr., of Murray received a watch in
recognition of his having been the top graduate at the 100th
Division's non commissioned officers academy at Fort Chaffee,
Ark.
Mrs. Joe Whitmer spoke of her experiences as a missionary in
Latin America at the meeting of the WSCS of the Martin's Chapel
Methodist Church held at the home of Mrs. Loyd Henry.
Essie Caldwell had the highest score of 497 for high individual
three games in bowling in the Early Bird League for the week
ending February 24.

20 Years Ago Today
LEDGER•TIMES FILE
"The College Presbyterian Church is looking more complete
each day. It Will be one of the prettiest churches in twon when
completed"-, from the column,"Seen & Heard Around Murray".
Murray State beat Eastern in the semifinals of the Ohio Valley
Conference basketball tournament held at Louisville. Purcell
mat.e 20 points.
Dr. A.H. Kopperud who has just returned from the meeting of
the National Council of Presbyterian Men in Chicago,Ill., will be
the laymen's day speaker Sunday at the College Presbyterian
Church.
Dr. Ora Mason spoke on "Psychology and Mental Health" at
the meeting of the Home Department of the Murray Woman's
Club.
Calloway Countians brought a record of $1,437.45 worth of TB
Christmas seals in the annual 1951 sale, according to Mrs. R.H.
Robbins, county chairman.

Bible Thoughtfor Today
Commit thy way unto the Lord; trust also in him; and he Shall
bring it to pass.-Psalm 3'7:5.
Some of us have found this to be one of the finest formulas for all
of life. Memorize it today! Make it your own!

Isn't It The Truth!
by Carl Riblet Jr.
The so-called generation gap would not be
a bad state of aftairs at all if it were just
enough gappier to give the young more
room to swing in, the older folks more space
to duck in and the behaviorists more neck to
stick out.
"Youth will be served."
-Author Unica°
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MENTAL
HEALTH
MATTERS
Bertram S. Brown, M.D.
Director
National Institute
of Mental Health
Producing Brain Waves?

TOWNS GROWING FAT
How do you make love to a town?
Do you kiss her-where?
Do you look into her eyes
that read 24 degrees
and blink 1:30.
Do you listefAo her sounds
which rumble like a hungry belly?
That's too personal!
But, on anatomy, her blood vein valves open,
and her life flows,
as everyone knows, at 5 o'clock
there's a clot!
In naturr,-k mosiersatilies,
at the center is the heart,
(and why shouldn't the town
have developed so that
the heart beats in thermiddle.
I believe in nature and natural patterns,
and I guess somewhere there are things
with hearts all around the edges.

Can people become more creative by "learning" how to facilitate the production of brain
wave patterns thought to be associated with reverie and imagery?
This theory is posed by a leadhag asimisk--.-Dr. Elmer E.
dielifeininger FounGraiiii,-&dation in Topeka, Kansas.
With support from the National Institute of Mental
Health. Dr. Green is testing his
theory in a study that reflects
growing interest of U.S. scientists in the achievement of voluntary control over body Foe
asses.

TsPerbJW

If you are interested in a poetry club in Murray send a post card
with your name, address and phone number on it to this column.
Wisdom

electronic signals exactly how a
particular organ in his body is

devices, when small changes in
the desired direction occur.
Prior studies by Dr. Green
and others have indicated that,
using an electroencephalograph
-brain wave machine-the alpha brain wave pattern, which
is associated with reverie, can
be brought under voluntary self
control.
Now .the researcher plans to
"teach" volunteers control of
the theta brain wave, which signals a fleeting and relaxed state
thought to be associated with

For each of us
There's victory's to be won
And be able to say
Our best has been done.
There is no going back.
To do or undo
But wrong or right
Our day's have gone.
The answer's to all
We shall never know
But we hope each day
More Christ like we grow.
Jane Garland

LETTERS v EDITOR

The Murray -Calloway
Jaycees, have reached the
following decision on the issue
now before the City Council
concerning the re-zoning and
sale of the present city park
located on Chestnut Street.
We stand opposed at the
present time of any re-zoning or
sale of said property This
decision is based on the
following reasons:
'1. We feel that the study made
by the park committee should
be made public in its entirety.
2. We feel that said property
should be properly assessed by
arr unbiased authority because
of the fact that the property has
keen appraised at values
ranging from 2160,000 to
$450,000.
, 3. There have been no prices
quoted ,.orr- replacement
property.
4. There haverbeen no
grojected coat ot •

The Yoga-like principle that _
▪ functkifof various body organs may be controlled at will
-*being explored through a tech"biofeedback".
T▪hh employs_aspzierirlo
t that
at
control can be achieved by constantly informing an individual
from moment to moment with
functioning.
Change in organ function is
brought about by "reinforcement", that is, by informing the
individual, again by electronic

The happiness of today
Will never be again
The purpose of living
Is to give all you can.

Dear Editor:

Three reasons commonly number of changes that
believed to be causes of today's help reduce the AFDC roaraa-7welfare crisis cannot be sub- provide assistance tar thou
stantiated by factual evidence, welfare recipients. Saiett--0-0
the Chamber of Commerce of program would include:
?lest year's proposed Federal
the United States asserts.
Concentrating
job flodget, with $25 billion in
1,
Furthermore, legislation placement and training efforts deficit spending, is reminiscent
designed to attack these on welfare families receiving of the fat man who promises to
mistaken causes could actually assistance under AFDC where go on a diet but who never does.
Lay the basis for a vastly such payments are sub- The American public keeps
greater welfare program in the stantially below earnings for hearing federal officials
years ahead, the nation's entry-jobs in the local labor promise a balanced 'oudget, but
largest business organization market.
it never seems to materialize,
contends.
2. Providing public service says the Chamber of Commerce
The
fastest
growing jobs to AFDC adults when of the United States.
segment-in both numbers and private jobs are lacking.
President Nixon was at a
cost-of the nation's welfare
3. Opening up part-time
program is the Aid to Families public service jobs for moth= definite disadvantage in
with Dependent Children with larger AFDC famillet:tring this budget, since
almost three-fourths of the
program. And the three main
4. Providing free child care
causes which are believed to be services for children in AFDC $246.3 billion proposed spending
at the root of recent families where the adult family had already been enacted by
phenomenal growth of AFDC member (5) participate in a job previous action of Congress,
have been:
employment and can only be cut by similar
training
or
moves by the
nation's
1. Poor families from program.
lawmakers, the National
southern rural areas migrate to
5. Initiating after-work
the north and west just to get on training programs for heads of Chamber observes.
welfare rolls.
But the business community
working poor-families plus
2: Fathers who received other adults with low earning also feels that in the exAFDC aid as an unemployed power, on a voluntary basis.
traordinary economic cirparent prefer welfare to jobs.
6. Continue sharing A'DC curnstances in which the nation
3. AFDC is a powerful in- costs between federal and state now finds itself, any new or
centive to family break-ups and governments.
expanded federal spending
desertion by fathers.
7. Rescinding the two-thirds programs that add to the deficit
Available statistics show that "tax rate" now present in the should be postponed unless they
these are merely beliefs and not AFDC program to provide a are absolutely essential.
factural reasons, the National true incentive for employmailt.
Mr. Nixon justified such
Chamber
contends.
But
Establishing
IL
a *ending on the basis that the
---Agislatiorf before Congress is Congressional reiserach cotincilm'1973 budget%WIN in balance on
_based on these unsubstantiated to study welfare problems as
so-called-J*dl employment"
factors, and if enacted, could well as possible solutions to the basis: That is, if the nation's
compound the welfare problem problems.
unemployment rate was at a 4
farm beyond today's size and
These points would be percent level. But the same
costs.
positive measures to deal with claim was made for the 1972
The bill-H.R. 1-would try real and existing problems, the budget, and a
wage-price
to solve the growing welfare National Chamber says. But freeze was still necessary last
problem by expending vast proposed measures, which August.
sums of tax dollars to deal with would double and triple today's
This year's nearly $40 billion
these mistaken causes, in- welfare costs, could also double
cluding the controversial and and triple the welfare rolls as deficit, plus next year's
predicted $25 billion in red ink
costly guaranteed annual in- .well.
spending,
reflects a chronic
come plan.
We can no longer afford to
Until the real causes of the make and perpetuate policies condition of federal fiscal
welfare problem can be based on beliefs about facts, the policies which are the root
determined, Congress can business- federation declares, causes of our present economic
provide an initial program of when such policies would problems. Government,like the
remedial action by instituting a directly affect so many fat man, ought to be put on a
diet and held to it, the National
Americans and would cost so Chamber asserts.
much.

or replacement of present
facilities.
5. There have been no
projected cost of facilities
needed in new park.
6. There have been no
projected costs of maintenance
of new facilities.
7. We of the Jaycees feel that a
complete plan of action should
be authenticated and presented
publicly to the citizens of this
community. This study will
have to be made prior to approval for federal matching
funds and we feel that it should
be made now before other actions are completed.
Respectfully,
Paul Fleming

creativity.
Dr. Green has been engaged
in basic research which led recently to the experimental training of migraine headache sufferers, some of whom "learned"
through biofeedback techniques
to relieve their own symptoms.
Research in this field points
to the possibility of voluntary
control over "involuntary" systems such as the heart, the stomach and intestines, and blood
pressure, as well as the brain.
Such 'studies are also of great
scientific interest regarding how
mind and body mechanism interrelate with each other.

SEAGOING-DONATION
COLLEGE STATION, Tex.
L AN- Kasidah II is newest
addition to Texas A&M University's oceanographic fleet
The 110-foot seagoing yacht,
appraised at $175.000. was donated by Mrs. Jeannea A. Saunders of Corona Del Mar. Calif
Dr. Richard A Geyer. head
of Pilihts Oceanography Department. said Kasidah II will
be converted for use as the
university's prime vessel for
studies along the continental
__- _shelf in the Gulf of Mexico.

President
Murray-Calloway. County
Jaycees
QUEEN EXECUTED
Mary, Queen of Scots, was
executed at Fotheringhay on
1587.

ni

LEND-LEASE B
Iceid-Lease Bill, empowering
President Franklin D. Roosevelt to transfer military equipment to Britain, passed the
ouse by a vote of 260 to 165.0n
_. 1941. _
_

Democrats
To Celebrate
Their Return

State
Democrats
will
celebrate their return to office
In true Kentucky style Saturday
night with a country ham and
turkey buffet. The meal will be
a departure from the usual
least beef menu, or fried
-thicken, or hot dogs of the past.
The Jefferson-Jackson Day
Dinner will be held at 7 p.m. at
the Capitol Plaza Sports Center
and is designed to be a festive
occasion.
Entertainment will
be
provided by the PU Pantomine
University) Band, a comedy
group from Owensboro, and the
Sing-out Frankfort Group.
The only scheduled speaker
is Gov. Wendell Ford who is to
make brief remarks.
A reception will be held from
5 p.m. to 6:30 p.m. in the
Georgian Room of the State
National Bank Building.
Despite the fact that Ford has
prohibited the solicitation of
tickets from state employes,
ticket sales have reached an alltime high.
Tickets are available at State
Democratic Headquarters and
from Democratic county
chairman throughout the state.
Tickets for both the dinner and
the reception are ;MO each and
$25 for the dinner only.

•
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DEAR ABBY: I want to do something now that I have
been wanting to do for seven months. I want to say "thank
you" for something you did for me.
On May 6, 1971, our second son was born. But he was
not like our first, healthy, "normal" son. He is Mongoloid.
With the help of family, friends and doctors, I prepared
myeelf for the raising of ow "special" child. But the acceptance came- much harder for my proud husband. It's
easier for a mother to love the child she has carried for
nine months, but for the father, that love sometimes comes
harder, and after many forced smiles and sleepless nights,
my husband now admits that he was miserable. Needlessly
able, he knows now, but at first he wondered if he
ed-aver !love" hissecend son as he should. On May 11, your column concerning Mongoloid babies
appeared. It cciuld not have come out at a better time for
us. THAT made the difference in my husband's life. Afker
reading that column, he no longer had that "why-did-thishave-to-happen-to-us" attitude. And just knowing how other
people have handled it can help a lot.
Our baby is eight months old now, and a happier
I've never seen. And I know a lot of his happiness comes
from knowing that his mother and daddy and brother really
love and accept him totally.
Dear, Dear Abby, if you did nothing'Wei n 171, you
have helped one father find the love he always had for his
DOUG'S MOTHER
"special" child. Thank you!
FORT WORTH, TEXAS
------DEAR MOTHER: Your letter made this five-feet-nothing columnist nine feet tall today. After this appears. I
know I'll be deluged with requests to reprint that column,
so tomorrow, with the kind indulgence of those readers who

Mrs. Van Futrell, president,
presided-M the meeting of the
Simnyside Homemakers Club
held on Thursday, February 10,
in the County Extension Office
on Maple Street.
The lesson on "Sewing
Techniques On Furs and
Leather" was presented by
Mrs. Dorothy Watkins.
Mrs. Janice McCuiston gave
the devotion reading from
Proverbs 3:13-18. Members
answered the roll call by giving
their birthstone and zodiac
sign. A report on the Council
meeting held recently was
given by Mrs. Max Dowdy.
Hints for better boa
management were presented by
Mrs. Mickey Cherry.
Plans were made to attend
the Charm School On the home
to be held Saturday, March 11,
at Murray State University.
Mrs. Dorothy Watkins will
represent the club at the State
Homemakers meeting-Iv—be
-"lied in Lexington Mareir2V21.
During the afternoon session
. the lesson on tole' painting was
—Taught by Mrs. Van Futrell.
A potluck luncheon was
served to the members and one
visitor, Mrs. Edwin, Jennings.
The next meeting will be held
March 9, at
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Redden of Murray announce the engagement an Thursday,
and approaching marriage of their daughter, Rosemagia 10:30 a.m. at the home of Mrs.
"13anny Phillips.
--Dormie D. Boyd,son of Mr.and Mrs. Leon Boyd of Mtwray.
The bride-elect is a 1968 graduate of Calloway County High
-School and is employed at the Bank of Murray.
- Mr. Boyd is also a 1968 graduate of Calloway County High
School and is employed at Brandon Brothers Distributors, Inc.
For a delightful finale to
The wedding will take place on Friday, April 7, at seven o'clock
dinner, serve an orange flain the evening at the Sinking Spring Baptist Church. No invored dip surrounded by
wedges of fresh winter
vitations will be sent and all friends and relatives are invited to
pears and clusters of
attend.
grapes. For the dip, combine one cup dairy sour
- —cream, one tablespoon or-1 ange flavored instant
breakfast drink and one taThursday, February 24
building at 7:30 p.m. All persons
blespoon sugar. Chill for
joining
in
A special meeting of all youth who are interested
one hour to blend flavors.
of the First Baptist Church will are cordially invited to attend
To prevent pears from darkening, sprinkle with lembe held at the Youth Center this special meeting. Initiation
on Juice.
of officers will be held.
from 6:30 to nine p.m.

DEAR ABBY: This is for the identical twin who said
she did not enjoy being a twin, and didn't believe twins had
any special "closeness" between them:
You are dead wrong! I've been a twin for 52 years, and
altho my twin and I are separated by thousands of miles,
we still think and feel alike. When she had a back operation, my back actually ached. When I was laid up after sit
auto accident, she said she felt my pain.
— A Sunday School Conference
She bought a fur coat in New York. Lbw& the identifor the Blood River Baptist
cal fur coat in San Francisco! [Neither ono knOw the other
_Association—will be held at
___---was even considering a fur coati.]
Jonathan
Baptist
Creek
She sent me an ash tray for an anniveroary.II bad just
—Assembly at seven p.m. with
bought one for myself exactly like It.
It's almost weird the way we think and feel alike, but -Rev. James Bean as the SS.
Director.
it's the truth. Please sign me ;77 031tEAT TO BE A TWIN
The Zeta Department of the
" would 400lt yes. M
i twia
a'
.'
DEAR GREA4:No identia
Murray Woman's Club will
least, not this one.
meet at the club house at 7:30
p.m. Hostesses will be
DEAR ABBY: I shall be receiving my engagement
Mesdames William Barker,
diamond in a few weeks and I want very much to have my
W.C. Elkins, Glen Hodges,
my
picture in the newspaper's society section announcing
,
Ralph McCuistoon,
engagement and wedding plans.,
My problem: I am a divorebe with a 9-year-old child. I —arg Gene Lovins.
was not formally engaged the first time because I had a
Campus Lights, 33th annual
shotgun wedding.
-- Under the circumstances, would it be proper for me illf----4ersion, will open at 8:15 p.m. at
_announce my engagementyleb O-Idglive in the paper Just th• Murray State University
WONDERING auditorium. Tickets are $2.00
like all the other brides?
each.
DEAR WONDERING: It h proper for a divorcee le
announce her engagement and wedding plans, but the anThe Wranglers Riding Club
nouncement should include the fact that you are NIBS. SO
hold its monthly business
will
marriage.
previous
a
by
AND SO, and the mother of a child
in the court room of the
meeting
To deliberately omit these facts would leave you open to
Calloway County Court House
criticism.
at seven p.m. A Board of
What's year prstiteni? You'll feel better if you get it ar Directors will be elected.
your ebest. Write to ABBY, Box 11710, Los Angeles, Cal.
1011111. For a personal reply enclose stamped. addreosed
envelope.

the need was never greater
for men and women with these
Oral Communication
Self Confidence and Courage
(Human Relations)
Enthusiasm and Motivation
Think and Speak on Your Feet

Memory, Names and Information
Listening
Overcome the Fear of an Audience
Control Worry, Tension and Anxieties
Be the Person You Really Want To Be
in Diffkult Situations

LEARN HOW YOU CAN DEVELOP THESE QUALITIES THROUGH THE

4( fLACKPA
,
f ftf,If

T0,101.01

Starting Soon
For Reservations or Information, send coupon to:
Ken Bistow, Holiday Inn, Murray, Ky. 42071

The University Sels001
Parent-Teacher Association
will meet at seven p.m. in ihe
school auditorium. Students Of
the kindergarten and the
six grades will present —a
physical education and gymnastics program.
The Murray Sub-District
Youth
Methodist
United
Fellowship will meet at the
Sedalia church at seven p.m.
Friday, February 25
Basketball
Grade
The
tournament will be held at the
Alm° School sponsored by the
Alrno PTA. Doors will open at
5:39 p.m. and supper will be
available.
The intramural basketball
games will be held at the
Kirk.sey School at seven p.m.
Campus Lights will continue
at Murray State Auditorium at
8:15 p.m.
SaturdaT,Tartiary 26
The Hazel PTC men's and
women's basketball teams will
play the Puryear teams at
Hazel School at seven p.m

Mrs. Dan Billington opened
her home for the meeting of the
Grove
Pleasant
South
Homemakers Club held on
Wednesday, February 9, at one
o'clock in the afternoon.
The main lesson on "Sewing
With Special Fabrics" was
presented by Mrs. Hoyt Craig.
Reports were given by Mrs.
Autry McReynolds on "Home
Furnishings", Mrs. Jackie
Butterworth on "Land scale,
ting", and Mrs. Ellis Ross
Paschall on a short history of
Extension work.
Mrs. Clifton Jones played the
piano for geoup singing by the
members and guests.
A social hour was held with
Mrs. Billington serving refreshments of Valentine candy,
peanut butter candy, dip with
crackers, strawberries, angel
food cake, and Cokes.
Members present were
Mesdames Ellis Ross Paschall,
Autry McReynolds, Dennis
Boyd, Jackie Butterworth,
Kent Simpson, Hoyt CraA,,
eiliftoe
Jones, Miliura
and .Dan Billington. Visitors
were Robbie Hutson, Hope
Simpson, Jennifer Billington,
and Ginger Billington.
The next meeting will be held
on Wednesday, March at one
p.m. at the home of Mrs. Jackie
Butterworth.

DL Alice Koenecke Speaker At Meeting
OrThe ThetaiMpartment Woman's ClutH
Dr. Alice Koenecke, chair- and coffee furnished by the
man of the home economics hostesses, Mrs. Roy Starks,
department of Murray State Mrs. Lloyd P. Jacks, Mrs. Ben
Miss Lynne Sammons, March _
University, was the guest Humphrey, and Mrs. Richard
lith bride-elect of Don Batley,
-the
of
meeting
speaker at the
was the honoree at a household ,
KW Beth Broach, Theta
Theta Department of the
held on Tuesday,
shower
Murray Woman's Club held on chairman, presided. Mrs. Lloyd
at seven o'clock in
15,
February
the
read
secretary,
Jacks,
Monday, February 14, at seven
the Community
at
evening
the
o'clock in the evening at the minutes and Mrs. Lloyd Boyd,
Room of the Federal Savings
report.
her
gave
treasurer,
club house.
Reports were given on the and Loan Association.
"Recent Trends In Foods"
The gracious hostesses for the
was the subject of the program rummage sale held February 5,
occasion were Mrs. Steve
each
given
parties
birthday
the
by Dr. Koenecke who discussed
Sanunons, Mrs. Charles Beale,
the various aspects of nutrition month for the children in the
Mrs. Tommy Williams, Mrs.
relating to the everyday needs Special Education Class at
Tommy Maness, and Miss
the
on
and
School,
Austin
of the people.
hearing checking program for Debbie Garland.
Dr. Koenecke received her
The bride-to-be chose to wear
the children in the city schools
to begin this month by the from her trousseau a hot pink
pant suit and was presented a
department.
The basement was decorated corsage of white carnations.
in the Valentine motif for the Her mother, Mrs. John Sammons, and mother-in-law to be,
evening.
Mrs. William Bailey, were also
presented white carnation
corsages.
Little Miss Beth Woodall
assisted the honoree in
opening her many lovely
— --Refresb roomis
Cokes were served from the
The Alpha Omicron Pi beautifully appointed table
sorority room at Murray State overlaid with a gold cloth and
University was the scene of the centered with an artificial floral
personal shower held in honor of arrangement which was later
as a
Miss Rita Harris, March 4th presented to the honoree
Dr. Alice Koenecke
bride-elect of Jimmy Y. Stroud, gift from the hostesses.
Ph D degree from Southern on Thursday, February 10, at
Illinois University at Car- seven o'clock in the evening.
Miss Harris chose to wear for
bondale in August 1969, and
became head of the home the special occasion a white
economics department at pant suit and was presented
Murray State in September of with a corsage of pink carthat same year. She had nations.
Now you can eat well and los• she-fat! Y01.) con satisfy your app•me on/
The charming hostesses for
previously taught in the home
peal oil *scats pounds. With the 54-1—
economics department here the occasion were Miss Kathy
Reducing Plan you con tat• off pounds• •
and
Walker,
Lynn
Miss
Crider,
five years earlier.
and inches from thigh* nod,legs, waist
- Oil OV•f — and stabilit• weight as
Her doctoral dissertation was Miss Jen Clymer.
you follow lb• X-1 I It educing -Plan .
Refreshments of pink punch
While you eat satisfying meals, no
entitled "Preparation of Home
will you be he prisoner of
the
from
longer
served
were
cake
and
Economics Teachers for Junior
the overeating habit, because with the
table
appointed
beautifully
With
on
Emphasis
Colleges,
5-II Plan you sof less - wont loss.
while you eat well
You lose weight
Nutrition overlaid with a white cloth and
and
Foods
yourpockoge today on Guarantee
Programs".She was introduced centered with an arrangement .0•1
back - no
money
of weight loss or
questions asked
by Mrs. A.L. Hough, program of red flowers.
The guest list included
chairman.
Payless Discount
Members brought dishes with members of Miss Harris' pledge
S. 4th Street 81 Maple
sorority
local
and
1970
of
class
recipes which were served to
'Murray, Ky.
•
those present Along with rolls members.

Personal Shower Is
Gin In Honor Of

_
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—White Sox Trade
fir Richie Allen

Price _Puts Louisville
--- ----By vress--spiirts writer
In - Might Frame Of tiVitlAisoebited
By 1.eadinglearcat
_

SPORTS
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Tennessee Takes Over Na 2 Spot

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS a 15-1 record, m6vedIrom No. dogs garnered 205 points and
Eau Claire remained solidly 3 to No. 2 after Louisiana Tech two No. 1 votes..
"The Chicago club judges
entrenched as the No. 1 college suffered a 111-101 loss to SouthNo. 5 Eastern Michigan,
Richie Allen on what he does
a
division basketball team in The western Louisiana for a 20-3 which moved up one rung, was
- for us on the field," White Sox 1W-,
the only other team to receive
Associated Press poll today but record.
manager Chuck Taruier deThe Tigers arnasioS
two top votes. Fourth-ranked
Louisiana Tech 1111111-bumped
dared last winter, after the
from its runner-up berth by points and one first place vote Cheyney State and Western
Northern outrebounded taller Chisox dealt...pitcher Tommy
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
while the Bayou CountryeBull- Washington each received one.
Tennessee State.
Louisville guard Jim Price Bellarrnine 33-13 in the first John and infielder Steve Huntz
The other top votes went to
In other reshuffling this
didn't want the third-ranked half on the way to an instil% to Los Angeles for the 29-yearFlorida Southern and Maryweek, Alabama State, which alCardinals to go into their Mis- mountable 54-37 halftime lead, old slugger.
mount, Kan., which failed to
ready has clinched its conferNorthern's JO McMillan led. The Chicago club must be exsoun
Conference stre
make the rankings.
ence title, was boosted from
2'6:ants;
a lot.
drive in the wrong frame of all sborerh
Others in the Top Ten, all re.
No. 9 to No. 6 and, Western
larmine was topped by Bobby
Allen agreed Wednesday to O ,Coach
mind.
taining rankings of a week ago,
_ _
' ______ Washington State plunged from
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Louisville's 93-73 destruction of
Eau Claire, which ran its seaWe played very well," de- son record to 19-1 with a 69-58 The Ohio Valley Conference with a 21-3 record, and Evansthe Cincinnati Bearcats, Price tonight with the Kentbcky In- est-paid player in the White Associated Press Sports Writer
The buttons read "BP for clared Louisville coach Denny victory over Northern Michigan basketball race at a glance:
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In a battle of independents
High Ind. Game (SC)
Over 30,000 sq. feet of fine quality
San Francisco pitchers Juan 20-3. It was Virginia's first 20- seeking post-season tournament Mary Harris
•
league play.
with 25 and 20 points.
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Marichal and Jerry Johnson re- win season'in 67 years of com- bids, Florida State came from
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Wanda Nance
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NCAA Players
Are Eligible
For Dirt Bowl

Cotton

1
2 Price
Half Sizes /
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1 00 Sale
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Boots
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Phone 753-2447
or

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) The National Collegiate Athletic
Association says that college
athletes are ineligible for the
Dirt Bowl, an informal summer
basketball tournament played
here.
Carl Bradley, director of the
Metropolitan Park and Recreation Board, said he received a
letter from the NCAA which
threatened to declare ineligible
any college player who takes
part in this summer's contest.
College players have taken
part in the Dirt Bowl since it
began in 1969.
Bradley said that the ban on
their participation won't mean
the end of the tournament,
since many .,._1001-1-stilool and
professional players will undoubtedly keep playing

Carl Ellis
T C. Hargrove
Larry Lyles
Norm Chance9'
Mary Smith
Glyncla Black
Patsy Neale

2)9
205
20.4
204
235-205
189
188
High Ind Game (NC)
Carl Ellis
240
Larry Lyles
239
Fred Butterworth
23,
1
Mary Smith
265 235
Linda Stalls
243
Betty Cooper
235
Glynda Black
235
• High Ind Series (SC)
Lyman Dixon
582
Carl Ellis
576
T.C. Hargrove
553
Mary Smith
611
Patsy Neale
532
Burlene Brewer
502
High Ind. Series (HC)
Carl Ellis
639
Jim Hargrove
634
Lyman Dixon
630
Mary Smith
701
Faye Ellis
631
Burlene Brewer
625
High Averages
Jim Neale
190
Dan Jones
181
T. C. Hargrove
178
Lyman Dixon
177
Norman Chancey
177
Delmer Brewer
174
Mary Smith
159
Bobbie Garrison
..159
Patsy Neale
157
Betty Dixon
150
Judy Parker
149
Jean Chancey
145

GIRLS WORK HORSES

Ask For Studium
CINCINNATI (AP) - A
group of Cincinnati businessmen, including the son of former Cincinnati Reds' owner
William 0 DeWitt, has asked
the city to build a 815 million
hockey-basketball arena adjacent to Riverfront Stadium, the
Cincinnati Enquirer reported

MIAMI (AP)"- More and
more girls are working with
race horses at Hialeah Park
this winter Trainers Del Carroll and Reggie Cornell often
send out as many as five exercise girls wki work - theft"
horses during early morning
woritouts. Some of the girls will
alto escort the horses in the.
post parade for )he meeting
opening March 1.
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Its a tough job. Something
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) Tommy Bell, one of the most you really have to work at."
Well, the regular season is over and the time of reckoning is
Bell pours over the rules and
respected referees in the ?'ladraa_Arig near. 'Akers,. can you do it? _
ASSOCIATED-PRESS tional Football League, stood mechanics of the game during
BY
The District Tournament will begin next Thursday, and the
Record-setting can be habit. before a group of local insur- the season and stays in shape
Leiters should definitely go to the finals without any trouble. The
forming-at least as far as the ance underwriters recently and with a mile run every day and
only thing standing in their way is a slightly weaker Benton team
Utah Stars are concerned.
-talks& about "Selling Amer- lets of fruit and salads.
who has won only one or two games all year.-- --- - - ----The American Basketball As- ica."
Bell is one of 84 officials in
In the lower bracket the race may be a little closer. South
sociation's West Division lead"Our tombstone might read the NFL who leave their has
Marshall will probably take the first game over their Northern
ers collided Wednesday night America died because she some 20 weekends during the
cousins, and the Murray-South game should be quite a contest.
Kentucky, the EasLs didn't bother to care," said leasolv.
-„With
of-41.
-b-up
k
mai
uth
Murray-So
the
I can't Dick
— a winner from
Champions in other categories of the Marshall-Calloway County Bowling Associadon's Tourbusted mr Bell, a prosperous Lexington
annera,
He arrives about six p.m.
and
occurs) but I think that it will make for a hard-fought chem.z-r-grnni-r
are, left to right, A.A. (Red) Doherty and Billy Egnor, both of Murray, doubles champs;
nament
133-116 for their eight attorney in his mid-40s.
-Colonels
mai:
from
seven
Saturday and
pionship game whoever wins it.
singles champ, John Walker, all events )scratch champion; and Jerry Spears and
Boyce
Baker,
row.
a
in
victory
He talked about "disrespect 11 studies the films of the preMurray High has beaten Calloway twice this year; South has
Leonard Clark, tying for the all events,(handicap)championship.
successive
second
for
And
the
his
with
five
game
Vious
creeping
authority
week's
law
for
and
split their two games with the Lakers. It's hard to beat a team
game, the Stars came up with into sports, "the trend to ignore colleagues. He's in bed by midthree times in one year, though, especially when the two teams
a record individual perform- God" and "we're still the night.
areas evenly matched as Calloway and Murray High
This time it was Willie greatest country in the whole
After a Sunday of church, the
As for a South Marshall-Calloway County match, it should be a ance.
Wise, pumping in a career-high side world."
game and a flight home the.
toss-up. The Lakers played the Rebels for the first time early in
points. On MendaY, teamThe underwriters gave him a part-time officials prepare for a
the season and lost-but not by much. The Lakers led off and on 5°
Zelrno Beaty had set an warm reception and many week as bank vice-president,
for nearly the entire game. But then in the last quarter they fell mate
ABA mark with 63.
stopped by the head table to ex- high school principal, sports
apart and lost 79-68. Of course, this is the trademark of a team
In Wednesday night's other press their thanks.
equipment salesman or medical
early
the
in
sophomores,
consisting mainly of freshmen and
ABA action, New York edged
Bell's views are to the right supply dealer.
season. As the season progressed, the Lakers matured and
Indiana 108-106, Carolina and he often talks about these
NFL refs are paid on a slidstarted winning games. They avenged their loss to South with a
the Floridians 132-118 things to groups in Kentucky ing scale from $250 to 1500 per
squeezed
very nice 83-69 win last month.
Virginia bounced Memphis and elsewhere,
game plus any additional post
I think in a Calloway-South Marshall game, the odds would and
121-105.
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season games.
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In
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favor
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have to
Wise was red-hot in the first ,.
-tutting humorous. in- -.13811-laaa-worked ;lame NFL,
game, the odds would again have to favor the Lakers slightly,
hatf, canning 12 of I/ shOts and' ciden • and fielding questions. Championships (1966 Dallasc just because of the laws Of charieliTWheli two teams are that;
scoring 29 points as the Stars
be Bell's Green Bay4 1970 Minnesota- _
Next season will---similar_tit is extremely difficult for one to win three games in a
-black Cleveland and 1971 Dallas-San
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and white striped shirt with the Francisco) and the 1969 Super
— - Let's take a closer look at Callofway'S record this year. They
The Reed's Crushed Stone Bowling team was named as the champion team In the Marshallods, Utah's margin had bal- number seven on the back has Bowl between Baltimore and
...---won-their first game over Sedalia, but then lost their next five
County Bowling Association's First Annual Handicap Tournament held recently. They are,
Colothe
Calloway
before
106-79
to
looned
both
New
York.
to
become a familiar sight
straight. These were, in order, Carlisle County, South Marshall,
Conrad Chittenden, Dwight Coleman, R.O. Southern, Cecil Coleman, and Cotton Smith.
27
right,
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to
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Louie
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nels,
Beginning with Kentucky
fans and players alike.
!Eckman County, Mayfield, and Murray High.
24-9
Stars
outscored the
"I really have enjoyed it," high school games, Bell moved
Then they won one over Benton before going into their own points,
the opening minutes of the says the friendly Lexington na- onto the Southeastern ConferChristmas Tournament. They fell to Mayfield, a powerhouse of in
quarter.
tive who took up officiating in ence and national football and
the state, but they gave the Cardinals one of the roughest times final
of eight straight the mid-Ms to put himself basketball games until the NFL
streak
A
-1
tourruunent,lbsthe
in
Later
MINNEAPOLIS, Minn.(AP) or Corky Taylor and Ron Reha- er Wayne Duke on the request
year.
that Mayfield has had this
the Nets- through the University of Ken- offered him a job in 1963.
- Athletic directors of the Big gen will be permitted to rejoin of attorneys for the players
Redbirds just simply walked all over the Murray High Tigers, games was facing
to In- tucky Law School.
He says he'll retire in three Ten Conference were meeting the Gophers immediately.
holding them to two points during the opening four or five eight straight losses
that Athletic Directors Ed.
with
Barry,
Rick
diana-before
Calloway
or four years because "you get behind closed doors today to
that
say
that
inconsistencies
minutes. This is one of the
Weaver orOhto State and Don
upheld,
are
suspensions
the
If
Melchioruu
to the point where you have to rule on the eligibility of two
should have won both games over Murray High. But they didn't. 32 points and Bill
Canham of Michigan be pre6-foot-9
two
the
for
attorneys
Pacers'
the
snapped
spend a lot of time getting into University of Minnesota basketFollowing the Christmas vacation, the Lakers lost to Fulton with 28,
vented from voting on the matjuniors are expected to appeal
BALTIMORE 1AP - John good physical shape."
ball players given season susCounty and Ballard, before winning over Wing° January 11. A win string.
because they had prejudged
ter
conference's
the
to
the decision
George Carey, a scout and former miwith
Indiana,
What are his picks for next pensions for their part in a Jan.
over Cuba separated losses to North Marshall and two straight In
the case.
to
or
representatives
faculty
points
24
McGinniss scoring
nor league player and manager season?
25 brawl with Ohio State.
St. Mary's and Christian County.
federal court.
Wednesday, Weaver was redefi- for the Los Angeles Dodgers,
Under a federal court order,
Dallas and "Minnesota with
Then came the win over South, and two straight losses to battled back from a 41-25
was no immediate rulThere
ported
as saying he would atcouldn't
but
tie,
to
67-67
a
cit
at
cancer
died Wednesday of
Tarkenton (Fran) will be a the directors must reaffirm the
Murray and,North Marshall. Two wins over Sedalia and Benton
tend the meeting but not vote.
ing.from Big Ten Commissionmomentum.
the
maintain
Frida,
p.m.
6
by
suspensions
regional
57.
year's
age
says.
he
last
team,"
County;
tough
Carlisle
to
loss
a
by
were separated
The Cougars moved into a tie
champions. The Lakers wound up their year by losing three
with the Floridians for the
straight to Tilghman, Ballard, and Heath.
fourth and last playoff berth in
All this makes for a 7-16 record for regular season play. This is
the" East as George Carter
Not
game.
individual
each
not very impressive unless you look at
to
many of the games that the Lakerslost were what you would call came off the Carolina bench
points.
28
game-high
a
in
pump
could
that
games
close
were
them
of
Most
defeats.
humiliating
have gone either way,with the Lakers just getting the bad breaks. The Floridians held an early 43Whatever occurs in the District Tournament, I think un..___. 25lead before the Cougars went
doubtedly the Lakers will make Kt*the finals. Benton just doesn't - On a second-period tear. Larry
pose that much of a threat.In that case, the Lakers will have a Jones and Manny Leaks sco
berth in the Regional tournament, since both the winner and the 23 apiece for the losers.
Charlie Scott had a big night
runner-up from the District go to the Regional. I think that if I had
to pick a winner out of this District, it would have to be Calloway. for the Squires, snapPing a perThey have everything going for them, and it's their time to win. sonal week-long slump by netOf court* the ideal situation for this area would be for Calloway ting 46 points to tie his own
and Murray High to meet in the District finals, and both go the club scoring mark in the victoRegional. Of all the possible combination!, this one seems the ry over the Pros. Rookie Johnny Neumann hit 24 to top Memmost likely.
Again I say,it is very hard for one team to beat another three phis, which dropped its 10th in
times in one year when the teams are as evenly matched as a row.
Murray High and Calloway. So it looks like it is Galloway's time to
shine and make up for a seasonal record that was quite a bit less
than expected.

-

NASHVILLE, TENNESSEE

THE

* OPENING SOON *
Shapemakers Health Club of Murray
LATEST IN NEW EQUIPMENT!!
including Steam Bath and/or Massage
Advanced Memberships at Reduced Rates
Now Available thru April 1
EXTRA BONUS FOR THE FIRST 75

Phone 753-2962

Developed originally for Yamahas GP champions, the newly designed 5-port engine of
the

100 LS2

makes this the most exciting

machine seen in years. AUTOLUBE, big fadetree brakes and Enduro styling lets you feel
the thrills of the race circuit, in street clothes.
PUT IT TO THE TEST!

479

00

only $

YAMAHA
It's a better machine

14164 Cycle Shop
816 Coldwater Rd.

Phone 753-8078

FORT LAUDERDALE, Fla.
1API - Almost all of golf's
great names are on hand-Arnold Palmer, Jack Nicklaus,
Gary Player, Lee Trevino-but
a rookie and an also-ran may
be the men to watch in Jackie
Gleason's $260,000 Inverarry
Classic.
The inaugural of golf's richest event got under way today
on the 7,178-yard, par 72 Inverarry Golf Club Course with
rookie Lanny Wadkins and rebounding Marty Fleckman factors to be reckoned with in the
72-hole chase for a whopping
$52,000 first prize.
Both have come very close in
recent weeks and both have
served notice they're ready to
break through-Wadkins for the
first time as a pro and Fleckman after a long, dry spell.
The 22-year-old Wadkins, a
quietly-confident product of
Winston-Salem, N.C. and Wake
Forest, is in his first full year
on the pro tour. He lost in a
playoff for the title in Phoenix
last Sunday and was second by
a stroke the week before. He's
won $36,189 so far this season,
more than Nicklaus, Palmer or
Trevino.
Fleckman, a darkly-handsome 27-year-old from Port- Arthur, Tex., and the University
of Houston, is in the process of
playing his way out of a long,
puzzling slump. He was one of
the game's most ballyhooed
youngsters when he won the
Cajun Classic shortly after
turning pro in 1967.
He had a solid, $22,000 money-winning season the next
year-and hasn't made expenses since then. He rarely
made the cut for the final two
'rounds and dropped back into
the ranks of the Monday qualifiers.third, one
But he
stroke out of a playoff, hint
week and was fourth,in the rich
Hawaiian Open two weeks before that.

SINGING JONES
From
5f11 9 p.m.

FAMILY

Saturday,
Feb. 26th

ONE OF THE NATION'S OUTSTANDING FAMILY GROUPS
COUNTRY 81 WESTERN and GOSPEL

* NO ADMISSION CHARGE *

Abortion Liberalization Hearings Are Concluded

Two Added To
List Of Stars
On Telethon

t

Sea serpents may
he tor channel

P

ederal
State
Market Report

•
Wood-Causet.More
sin
!cliff-tit-eV -Energy

ay-

Federal State Market News
Service
WASHINGTON, D.C.-Use it
Monday February 21, Mayfield,
wood and wood products in
_Kentucky.
Mayfield Livestock Market: residential and other conLivestock weighed on arrival. struction directly answers
Presirtent Nixon's califor more
Cattle thfk- week 560
efficient use of energy, a forest
week
40
this
Calves
products industry spokesman
Compared to last week: All stated today. represented Classes steady.
Referring to the President's
Slaughter Cows: Utility 22.00- third annual Environmental
25.00, high yielding individuals..
Message, sent to Congress Feb.
1
up to 25.50, Cutter 20.00-22.4,,
-8, the executive vice president
Canner 18.00-20.00.
of the National Forest Products
Slaughter Bulls: Utility over Association, James R. Turn1,000 lbs. 26.50-29.75.
bull, explained that in growing
and
Slaughter, Calves
trees, in their conversion into
Vealers: Choice 180-240 lbs. wood products after harvesting,
vealers 44.00-50.00, mixed Good
and their use for structural
and Choice 40.00-45.00, Choice applications in housing and
40.00-44.00,
240-350 lbs. Calves
other construction, substantial
mixed Good and Choice 35.00- amounts of energy are con40.00.
served in each stage.
Feeder Steers: Choice 300-400
Turnbull said:
lbs. 44.00-46.00, 400-500 lbs. 41.00"Trees use the energy of the
44.50, 500-600 lbs. 38.50-41.50,
sun to produce wood and grow
600-700 lbs. 35.50-38.50, mixed to
maturity. After harvest the
Good and Choice 300400 lbs.
conversion of timber into solid
41.00-44.00, 400-500 lbs. $8.0117 wood
products
requires
41.00, 500-600 lbs. 35.00-38.00,
tiY0Y---51n#11 43111014W .._QL
Good -300-400 tbs. 38.0tY-41. ,
energy as compared with other
400-500 lbs. 35.00-38.00, 500400 major
industrial materials.
lbs. 32.00-35.00.
_14_. 4....DatUral inaulalOr
Feeder Metiers; Choice -300- '- because
of its unique internal
500 lbs. 34.50-37.50, 500-700 lbs. structure;
thus, buildings
32.00-34.50, mixed Good and constructed of
wood require
Choice 300-500 lbs. 31.50-34.50. -substantially
less energy to heat
500-700 lbs. 28.50-31.50.or cool.
Turnbull pointed out that stud
Tuesday, February 22, Murray, spaces in conventional wood
Kentucky.
frame construction provide a
Murray Livestock Market: convenient cavity for inLivestock weighed on arrival. stallation of batt . insulation
Cattle this week 150
which makes
wood homes
superior to any other type in
Calves this week 5
Compared to last weel: All heating and airconditioning
savings.
represented Classes Steady.
Turnbull cited a recent report
Slaughter Cows: Utility 22.00prepared by the forest in24.50, Cutter 2o.00-noo, Canner
dustries for the Presidentially18.00-20.841
Feeder Steers: Choice 500-600 appointed National Materials
lbs. 38.50-0.00,600-700 lbs. 36.01)- Policey Commission. He said
the report reveals that to
38.50.
Feeder Heifers: Choice 400- produce a ton of lumber, about
500 lbs. 34.00-37.00, 500-600 lbs. 430 kilowatt hours of electricity
Feeder Heifer: Choice 400-500 or its equivalent is required,
lbs. 34.00-37.00, 50 500-650 lbs. while the production of a ton of
steel requires consumption of
32.50-34.00.
Stock Cows & Calves Pairs: 2,700 kwh, and a ton of
aluminum requires 17;000 kwh
Choice 325.00.
- its production. - - _
Stock Cows: Choice 240.00,
The report points aid that
260.00.
with the exception of solar
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th. Void is a -basi-Fsiructuial—reiieiietTbY nattire and Wits*
raw material _that doesn't
material„, like iron, steel.,
aluminum, brick or concrete, require irreplaceable ores or
but is is the only one perpetually fossil fueis to pamiluce. Man can

energy reaching its surface,
earth has a closed life supporr7
system, Turnbull said. "It is •
bighly important that man
make optimal use M-1W sun's
energy if our welfare is not to be
entirely limited by the
resources of the earth's crust,"
he added.
Turnbull stated that forests
cover about one-third of the
things about your income tax that you
Your be-W.b-uddy Lenny might have told
land area of the United States.
never knew existed Things that we know,
you to itemize your deductions because it
He said, "through photosyn- •
because income tax returns are our only
would save you more tax dollars.
thesis tree growing offers a
business.
Your neighbor possibly suggested taking
significant means to increase
H & R Block's f/4 start at $5 and the
the standard deduction because you'd pay
less taxes that way.
average cost was under $12.50 for
the efficiency of capturing the
And Frank down at the office
over 7 million families we served
enerQ of the sun. This inlast year.
. he helps everybody with
creased efficiency is evidenced
what
did
their return . .
Furthermore, if /our
in increased growth of wood and
Prink recommend?
return ii-aticEted-ive
can be achieved by managing
If there's some way to
accompany you, at no
forests as a crop to enhance
extra cost, to the InNave you money on your
income tax, H & R
ternal Revenue Service
natural productivity." He noted
Block will know how
and explain how your
that such levels of efficiency
to do it.
return was prepared.
have been attained on only a
Itemfzd
even Owlish we will not
small percentage of the nation's
act as your legal ropee------- •
and deductions are nothforett Ishd, notably those areas
-7
•
sentative.
ing new. We've been 1,
owned and operated by the
preparing returns for years 1410V
—
Ni
It means that H & R
forest industries.
Block also offers you year using both. We'll figure out
your siliiitiOn
- v ..rOuncI tax Tervice for jusi one
'
President's
- EnThe,
low fee, with no extra dharge for
then prepare your return using the
vironmental Message contained
1
audits and estimates.
method that's best for you.
several steps to be taken by the
--...-..._ --You_seevforonlyorfew.drdiars-more than=-'Yes. it's nue. The standa7rdni2uatien
Federal Government to use
it costs to do it yourself (with advice maybe up this year. energy more efficiently and
from some other amateur), you can have
• It's one of the many things well consider
with less environmental harm.
your tax return prepared with complete
when we do your return.
confidentiality by a specially trained memThey included directing the
ber of the H & R Block team. There are
Secretary of Housing and Urban
DON'T LET AN AMATEUR DO
thousands of them in over 6,000 convenDevelopment to issue revised
HaR BLOCK'S JOB.
jenny located offices.
insulation standards for
Each member of II & R Block is warm,
apartments anti-ettier multi- *---!ifin
us top you. A Visit to
e
- -ndli-and anxiiifamily _struclalres to cut __ H & R Block usually takes just a short _.
maximum permissible heat ' time. Once in our office, you sit down over .
lo-ss., Similar.standarthaor - a free cop °., coffee_ AKI__P90111Ny l_sAlit_
- •
single-family dwellings:age
already in effect Open 9 A.M.- 7 P.M. Weekdays, 9-S Sat.
Turnbull said wood's unique
Phone 753-9204
NO APPOINTMENT NECESSARY
structure "gives it an insulating
property possessed by no other
structural building product." A
microscopic view of a section of
wood, he pointed out, reveals
thousands of cells that contribute to its structural
strength, and a myriad of tiny
air spaces, or cells, which make
wood an efficient insulator.
Findings of the American
Society
of
Heating,
-Refrigerating
and
Airconditioning Engineers show
that - -because of this unique
structure, four inches of wood
has the insulation quality of five
feet of concrete. Compared
Country Music Corner
with Other building materials,
wood insulates six times better
than brick; 15 times better than
4. concrete; and 1,770 times better
than aluminum. "This makes
the cost of heating or cooling all
wood houses significantly lower
than for houses made of other
NASHVILLE, Tenn. t AP)- "The simple truth is, they just building materials," Turnbull
TRY, a group called "Tennes- don't have enough money for said,
_ A recent research study,
seans Reaching You," is trying everything they need."
Owens, affiliated with Buddy I..conducted through the facilities
to bring a little sunshine into a
psychiatric hospital in Nash- Lee Attractions and Kustorn of Arizona State University,
ville.
Electronics, said the organ- compared the influence of
The group, organized by sev, ization will attempt to do "its materials and construction
on
energy
eral members of Nashville's dead-level best to make sure methods
music community, has present- ,,, that part of this problem is re- requirements for heating and
ed about $10,000 worth of musi- lieved through gifts of money, airconditioning. The study was
conducted in Tempe, Arizona,
cal instruments to the music time and material."
Musical gifts to the hospital an area of widely fluctuating
therapy department at Central
and its patients last week in- seasonal temperatures. Two
State Hospital.
"The people at Central State cluded 26 guitars, a piano, an test structures of the same
are doing an outstading job organ, sound equipment and a interior dimensions were
erected-one,an insulated wood
with what they've got," says a drum set.
Jim Vest, a Nashville enter- frame building over a crawl
TRY organizer, Earl Owens,
tainer-businessman who was a space; the other, a masonry
prime mover in the formation (scoria) block structure over a
of TRY, arranged for the new concrete
slab-on-the-ground,
piano at the hospital.
which is a typical type of conOwens and Wade Ray, of the struction for the Phoenix area.
Fender Guitar Co., were reThe test period covered an
sponsible for the 26 guitars.
entire heating season and entire
Those involved in the hospi- airconditioning season, as well
tal's music program - both as periods when both heating
patients and hospital personnel and airconditioning were
- said "thanks" by staging a required to maintain desired
rousing show for representa- comfort levels.
tives of TRY and other
During the full year test
patients.
period, the masonry structure
"You ain't seen nothing yet," consumed 413.5 kilowatt hours
Owens told the gathering, add- of electricity, while the wood
ing, "We've just started."
frame structure
consumed
Attorney R. David Ludwig 318.2 kwh, resulting in a 23
Buster Brown, Robin Hood, Hush Puppies, and Keds
pointed out that TRY will not percent power saving adcompete with other organ- vantage in the insulated wood
Regularly Priced from '9.00 to '16.00
izations in the mental health frame structure.
field, but will attempt to pro-In, the five month airvide additional support while Conditioning period, May
NOW SELLING FOR...
remaining a Separate organ- through September, power
ization.
requirements of the wood frame
Owens. said TRY "can't hope structure were substantially
to solve the problem, hut lower than the requirements of
maybe our efforts will help
the masonry structure. Tests
nudge things along a little in
showed that energy costs for the
the right direction."
STYLES RANGE FROM DRESS PATENTS IN WHITE, BLUE, & BLACK,
wood frame structure were
30.2 percent lower. In the
Random notes . . .
heating season, December
TO CASUALS IN TIES, LOAFERS AND BUCKLES
RE-USABLE
The atmosphere of an 1880s through' February, the wood
American-Mexican border town frame structure was 23 percent
NON-RETURNABLE
will be recorded in the Music of less expensive to heat than the
the American West area of masonry structure.
DECANTER
Opryland U.S.A., which is
Windows containing wood
scheduled to open this spring.
k. Distributed by . . .
components also , proved
The 110-acre complex in- desirable from a standpoint
of
cludes five musically themed comfort, since wood does not
areas with live musical shows readily conduct heat and
cold.
highlighting different parts of Heat transfer through the
floor
American history.
of the masonry structure was
."The story of America's ex- more apparent than
through the
pansion to. the West will be insulated *floor of
.the wood
shown_in the raucous, freew- frame structure:
'
heeling atmosphere of the Coke
Wood is nature's product,••
Murray, Ky. Cantina„"
OPEN FRI. NIGHT
West Side of Square
said Mike Downs. Turnbull coneltided.
"it offers
Oprykidd general manager.
exceptional beauty and warm-

By WILLIAM BRADFORD--.-- "If these women had an abotAssociated Press Writer
gun because they didn't want to
FRANKFORT, Ky. ( AP)- be the mother of a deformed
Hearings on a proposal to liber- child with its consequent social
alize Kentucky's abortion law embarrassment," he added,
have been completed amid in- "then we are back to the issue
dications the matter will be of selfishness."
Dr. E. B. Schoenbachler of
shelved by a legislative panel.
A House judiciary subcom- Jeffersontown declared that
mittee heard its second day of "doctors should not attempt to
tiSttmotty-from antiabortion cure social evils or tmiLett soforces Tuesday, after listening cial disorders through the use
to the othc/r judge for two days of their medical and surgical
skills."
last week.
Schoenbachler also asserted
'The testimony Tuesday primarily was from physicians that "abortion on demand
who maintained that human life would comparatively kill many
began at the time of conception more of our members than
and abortion itili killed hi- "iiould capital punishment and
with cruelty that is of a more
man beings.
:The proposal to liberalize horrible degree."
"If capital punishment is unligntucky's present abortion
lfw was contained in a bill up- constitutional(as the California
dirting the state's criminal law Supreme Court held a few days
l setting up a state penal ago)," he said, "Then abortion
. Subcommittee members should be unquestionably and
opposed to the provision ex- most surely unconstitutional
Ptessed.confidence.it _would be and should never be allowed in
„.
deleted in favor of the present any Of ow statee.11
abortion law before the panel
4IPPrvves the penal code.
Kentucky's present law allows abortions only to save the
life of the mother. The prowed change would have
ailowed them if three physicians held there was "substantial risk" the birth would MIpiiir the physical or mental,. --Ann Allaad forty Kerr,
health of the mother, in cases -Anger aod organisk.bave been
of rape or incest or when there added to the list of stars that
was reason to believe the baby will appear on the 1972 KFVS
would be deformed.
Telethon for Cerebral Palsy,
Dr. and Mrs. John Willke of according to M. Luther Hahs,
Cincinnati told the subcom- general chairman for the
mittee Tuesday the one basic tetethon,
question was whether that
Miss Allison was born in
which was within the body of Iowa, but later moved to New
the mother was human life. York where she gained
They maintained it was.
popularity,as a song stylist. She
The Wilkes showed a slide of has done four telethons for the
a one-pound baby born after 21 United
Cerebral Palsy
weeks gestation and which throughout the country.
lived although the present law
Miss Kerr has traveled
in New York would not have throughout the Midwest enconsidered it human for anoth- tertaining.
er three weeks. They also
Besides Miss Allison and Miss
, showed a slide of a fetus of 14 Kerr,- country and western
weeks sucking its thumb in the singer Johnny TWItson, night
mother's womb.
club and recording star Shari
Twelve weeks after con- Lewis, and "Lisa" of "As the
ception, Willke said, all the or- World Turns," Eileen Fulton,
ganic systems of a fetus oper- will also appear on the telethon
and it sleeps, swallows March 4 and 5.
ore when its fluid is sweetThe money raised on this fund
ened, reacts to pain or, noise raising event will help those
and can be taught to antiftate who are afflicted with Cerebral
pain.
Palsy in the five state area.
Willke said a fetus is perfectly formed at 10 weeks, has
brain waves at eight weeks and
its heart starts beatins, at six
weeks.
- Dr. Paul_Carnerron. associate'
Dr. Ira Rubinoff, Smithsorofessor at psychiatry at the
University of Louisville, told nian Institute biologist, bethe subcommittee of a report lieves that Britain may face an
showing that defective or mal- invasion of sea serpents if the
formed individuals enjoyed life proposed sealevel canal is built
just as much as "normal" per- across Panama allowing the
Pacific Ocean's poisonous and
sons do.
predatory sea serpent to enter
"If women who had abortion."
the Atlantic Ocean.
did so because they felt that
It would follow ths Gulf
their child would not enjoy life
if born deformed," Cameron Stream into the English Chansaid, "They appear to have nel where the yellow, three foot
proceeded from an incorrect long reptile would prey on
young fish.
assumption.
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assure himself a bountifulsupply of wood as long as
sunlight falls on the forests of
the earth."
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The standard deduction
is up this year. But ,
maybe you should itemize. -

litmiNgh•
tommi
10013 No. 6th St
Murray, Ky.

Pink Grapefruit Juice

NUM and DELICIOUS

p Pr
Instruments To Hospital

CHILDRENS

SHOE SALE
ONLY. *
* ONE WEEK

SHOES by ... ,

$590 * 690 * 790
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A

ALL-JERSEY DIVISION

RYAN MILK
CO.

SHOE STORE
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SLAM-Cottons, blends, acrylics

100% Orlon Actyk

1-7

4

Petite, Med., Tall & Ex. Tall
Lovely Shades

Asst. prints and solids in

Asst. colors. Sizes 8-16.

(
Ideal for those cool Spring days ahead.

a wide array of colors.

Sizes 4-14.

Reg. 2/51

Long Sleeve Style

and bonded materials.

Cardigan style, luscious colors.

Values to
9.92

Regular '2.96

Sizes 32 to 36.
Permanent press.

Reg. '2.99

IUS
GIRL'S

FLANNEL
-PAnrstats-4-

Orlon Acrylic

In Person

Prints, trimmed in lace. Sizes 3-6X.

"The Singing
ones Family"

BOY'S SHIRTS
Cptions,-bleird and Nnits.iong Sleeve
Assorted styles. Sizes 6-18.

Direct from Nashville, Tennessee

Reg. to 51.99

at ROSES
Saturday, 5-9 p.m.
ADMISSION
FREE!!

MEN'S SHIRTS
Asstd. Prints & Solids
Permanent Press Sizes S-M-L-XL

Regular to '2.97

100
LADIES SHOES
Assorted styles and sizes.

Reg. to '2.97

$ 00
DRAPERY 2Purchase
yds. at
PRINT Regular Price—
2 yds.
MATERIAL GetFREE

2 sYD

1
_
with this
coupon.
_
Limit
Limited Quantities , 2 free yds.
COUPON EXPIRES FEB.. 27

BLANKETS

'SCATTER RUGS
Bright, Attractive Colors
60% Acetate 40% Rayon
27"x45" with
Fringe Trim

72

Fits Full or Twin Size
Rayon and Polyester,
Nylon binding. Gold or Blue.

LADIES
HANDBAGS

ANACIN
30 Tablet Bottle

Reg. '3.97
$

Get 1 FREE with
this coupon.
limit 1

_ free bottle.
• Limited Quantities
COUPON EXPIRES FEB. 27

-

,
•

Asstd. Flora's
Decorator pleated tops
63 to 84- lengths
Regular 53.47

--Spring Styles

;4"

Reg.
2.88
Purchase 1 at
Regular Price—
Get 1 FREE with
thit coupon.
Limit 1 free

-Handbag.
Limited Quantities
COUPON EXPIRES FEB. 27

00

2

LADIES Purchase 1 at
Regular Price—
SWEATERS
Wool & Alpaca

Get one FREE
with this coupon.

$7
.88

Limit_1

free Sweater.
Limited Quantities
COUPON EXPIRES FEB._

LADIES Purchase 1 at
PANT TOP Regular Price—
Get 2 FREE
100% Polyester with this
coupon

$39.

Limit p...

2ivwTo
Limited Quantities
COUPON EXPIRES FEB. 27—
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Ledger t_itmes_lif_Schedule for Thursday Evening *

4-' •
---3ft
'
CM. 4
Cft .1
—Mit: wsm

— - CH. II
- ----- -'----'-' WP-M
"
Wagoner

CH. II
WSI X
.w
6:00 Griffith
6;110 News
6;30
6:30 Dragnet
16
1 :30 Mil Truth
*le Satan
• - -‘,..- 1:00 Flip Wilson 700 Me & Chimp 7:00 Flip Wilsor 6:30 Golddiggers
5:00 Ironside
7:00 Smith Jones
C OO Ironside
7:30 My 3 Sons 7:611 101101111Aineg
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7:27 News
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9:40 News
9:53 Harvey
1000 Crest.
10:30 Movie
12:00 Sports

cation Assistance Act -of 1970.
The Senate passed and sent
to the .governor bills that
would?
—Allow two or more counties
to- join together to form special
purpose districts.
—Require the presence of
Only one per cent of the members of a rural telephone cooperative in _order to . conduct
business. Two per cent of the
members presentlytonstItute a
quorum.
Sen.Georgia Davis, D-Louisville, made a motion Tuesday
that a bill granting collective
bargaining rights to firemen be
taken from the Senate Cities
Committee. She was informed,
however, that the *motion • must
be cosigned by at least four
senators and filed a day before
It could be considered in the
chamber.

-Thiv,Senate also passed sat
Demoerats in opposing-the-MI.
FRAIMFORT, Ky. (AP)
Kentucky's 120 counties would The Democrats who voted sent to the House bills • thatwould?
29
' enjoy home rule under a meas_ against it included Georgia
—Authorize special licenses
Carroll
HubLouisville;
Davis,
ure that barely cleared the
-hard,Mayfield: William Logan, for _amateur _radio_operators
Senate Tuesday.
feat!
,
The vote was 18-16 on the Madisonville; Damon Majors, bearing their amateur call letmeasure, which would grant Caneyville; Roy Ross, Paint- ters The purpose of the bill is
ficem coorts_gartgiits, powers, syille; Gus Sheehan, Covington, to make such individuals more
..*___Ledger
,&
emergency- franchises and privileges not is. and Mack Walters, Shelbyville. easily identifiable in
.--fio---yikky - - - 6:30 McCoys
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6:00 News
7:00 Today
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1:00 The Hew
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6:30 N'Ville
•30 Romper
AM 9:30 Concerti.
1:4S Movie
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state statutes.
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1:00 Love
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:00 Password
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Hospital Report

Style
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10:30 Cayett
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10:00 News
10:30 Mason
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10:30 Tonight
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COTTAGE?

If you are tired of the druggery of shaving, be thankful
den4t
mattgat--- There, inerr still iauovC their
whiskers with pieces of seaTO 121341T
shells or shark's -_teeth—tbat
A 5-11Mta-7;
DOWNTOWN..
have been ground to a fine

DISMISSALS

IT SAYS stEllE TI-OAT WOMEN
PERCENT
cONTROL.
OF THE NATIONS mop.iem,
f_

Miss Rachel Janette Hughes,
1101 Main, Murray, Mrs.
Bernice Elizabeth Wallin, Box
Cambridge s ..s
580, Murray, Mrs. Pamela
HOLLYW S ID (DPI) — Veneen Young, Route 8, Box 49,'
Godfrey Cambridge signed Murray, Walter Philip Puffer,
Samuel
producer
with
1713 Farmer,_Murray*_Edwin_
Goldwyn In-to star in "Come-Christopher Warren, Route 1,
Blue.i_
Bark Charleston
sequel to "Cotton Comes to MurritY, Mrs: Mak- Broliti.
Harris, 1711 Ryan, Murray,
Harlem."
Miss Trois Virginia Perry, 402
North 1st, Murray, Mrs. Ora
Lily to guest
Lee Jackson, 509 North 2nd,
HOLLYWOOD (UPI —
Murray, Mrs. Martha Louisa
"Laugh-In" regular Lily
Tomlin will make a guest Mitchell, Route 4, Murray,
appearance on "The Flip Ernest Farley Holland, 30144
North 12th, Murray, Raymond
Wilson Show" March 2.

THAT ooESN

SEEm FAIR

FLU VICTIMS
epidemic of Hong Kong

The
flu claimed 643 lives in the U.S.
In the first two weeks of the

year. It was the same strain
which killed 27,900 people in the
winter of 1968-69.

THE PHANTOM

Independence
Mexican
Da), Sept. 16, is celebrated in
many Texas cities with a large
Mexican-American
population.
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Answer to Yesterdays Puzzle

Crossword Puzzle

February 18, 1972

Fifitiart,
ounty police
collective
eir fiscal c
hieh the H
sent to th

French Starks, Mute 1, Almo,
Mrs. Lydia Ann Phillips, Route
6, Murray, Mrs. Opal Lawrence
McFarland, 1107 Mulberry,
Murray.
FREE PUPPIES

Three puppies, one male and
two female,purebred Chow and
purebred Collie mixed, four to
six weeks old, are free to per-

sons for pets. For information
call 767-3783 after six p.m.

21 College o h-cial
19-2414(esPDaxpra:mit'h)":
:It
2262
impediment
28 Beverage
29 Eagle's nest
31 Weaving
inmaactin.siiie
33
nickname
Number
16
4 u
n,ergro
(uPnl211
Part of plant
38 Sun god
40 Allowance for
waste
42 Burdens
45 New deal
agency (abbr )
47 Distance
measure
49 Pintail duck
50 Part of church
52 Father
54 Printer's
measure
55 Note of scale
56 Platitude 1.
59 Faroe Islands
whirlwind
61 Tavern
63.Makes into taw
65 Leases 66 Symbol for
samarium
67- Footlike part

1:aipO:rtnitons
of medicine
17 Go by water
20 Danish island
23 Cooled lava
24 Note of scale
25 Shade
27 Body al water
30 Weird
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4.3
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57 Decay
58 Babylonian
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60 -Worm
62 French article
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1 High mountain
2 Holder of lease
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BEATLE BAILEY
WHADDA THEY wArrr, A EituNck
OF MILKSOPO'n \WOG GONNA
DEFEND THiS c.Ourrnret-- WOMEN'S Up?!

14ege16 A COUP -OF
SUCKs. WILL YOU TAKE OUT
1jgPEEVE A6Atolira Tke NEW
ARMY ON OOMECNE ELSE'S P1N5?

every
angle.
NANCY
54 41. 4•810.04...41 IOU ••••••11
44141 04.4•4 $4044.
•

loll,

Watch the world go round From every
angle News. Weather. Sports. Every
night at six and ten. keep your eye on
the home team . Chris Clark.
Jerry Goad. Bob Lobertini and
Hope Hines. And they show you all the
angles that make the news. From the
local point of view.

YOU'RE
RIGHT,

HM --- A

DOC --- I T
DIDN'T

NEW

DENTIST' IS

HURT A

IN

BI T

MOVING
0

PAl N LESS
DENTIST
—pww,

LIL' ABNER

AZE
THE5E.

Id•sAr...•4.

54-4E MOVED TO NEBRASKA---, DON'
Ii KNO•s/ WHERE—SHE.MARRIED-- i
DON'T KNOW WHO---AND
eaE.CAME A WIDOW.FIND
MARV FOR ME,Anli) I'LL
GIVE`ODU ALL THE PANTS
YOU NEED ••••

EUMP'M NEW,
MANI - COFFEE
SEAMS

A NEW
BEAN
0161-1

--

•
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as informed,
motion must
t least four
a day befor
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ollectwe Bargaining For County Policemen Would Be__Allowed Under House Measure
_.. ,..._,_
THE LEDGER & TIMES — Mt ftriAN . KENTICKY

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — currence in the rifrierdatenti. —1413174, Designed to disounty policemen could engage
amendment.
The .House courage "balloon payments" by
collective bargaining with amendment
deleted a provision allowing anyone to refinance
eir fiscal courts under a bill in the hill
which would have any Payment made on an in.
MC-Mule- has passed' -.-- -A-i. be
given
su onuni- iiee power stallment plan which 'were
sent to the Senate on a 74-1
to disapprove a regulation more than twice that of pre•
. . payments. The ielerest
which a department had vim,
also amended and adopted to
the point of delaying paid for the refinancing could
n passed 89-0 Tuesday a bill
not be higher than in the origiits effective date for 30 days.
•hich would establish a pernal plan,
Meanwhile, the House conlament - legislative subcom--HB83 Prhobiting the crirniittee- to review regulations tweed in minor amendments nal possession of a "destructive
at state departments adopt to which the Senate had attached device" or obooby trap denplement laws. The measure, to House bills and then passed vice."
nate Bill 13, now has to go and sent to the governor the reAmong other measures
ck for the Senate for con- vised measures. Those were:
passed by the House and sent

_

_.,,,,,,.,..,_

_

to- the Senate were:
_Rims, Requiring pollee
Court judges in second-class
cities to be attorneys; in'Cumbent judges would not be
affected. The bill was passed
67-16.
—HB46, Allowing branch voter registration offices to be set
up on private property, passed
_
80-9.
HB3I7, Removing enforcewen( of safety requirements for
utility employes from the Publie Service Commission and
putting it under the Labor De-

partment, which handles such
matters for other workers. It
passed 80-2.
—HB359. Extending the star=
ute of limitations for personal
injuries from one to twe yo.,rs_,
passed 53-27.
- - .'"••=';—HB390, Classifying -b-anks
for cooperatives the same as
savings and loan associations
for tax purposes, passed 92-fL---:
—HB369, Removing the exemption from state safety reguWhorls of liquified petroleum
gas heaters used in residences,
Passed 93-0.

THURSDAY—FEBRUARY 24, 1972

_
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-----..99e91P,....."...-- _...., pri
priffihk
et .
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—HB391, Implementing the
federal safety act by creating a ---- state occupational health and
Federal State
' News
-safety board comprised equally
--_-__ _ _ . :-- ------ -- ----:
.
-et employes, employers and Ken
Area Hob,
.
rtpreserttattves of the occuparket Report includes 9
1 health Pratatalic/n• n
. -- buying stations
-passed 85-0.
Receipts: Act. 953 tst. -mg
Barrows and Gilts steady to
ROBIN HOOD TREE
higher Sows steady --- 1.25
- - Work has begun on revitalizing the Major Oak in Sherwood
Forest, which is the legendary US 1-3 200-240 lbs, 24.75-25.00
S 1-2 200-230 lbs., 25.00-25_50
biding Place of Rabin Rood- Al- -U
s
S 24
2-4 2200-40.260240
2424:00.50-2424:5075
most $125,000 will be spent to
US
lbs.,
preserve the tree.

US 3-4 260-280 lbs., 23.50-24.00
Sews
75
212.00-22
00-22..00
bs..., 2
270-30
50
0 ilbs
2 30m
u
Us
S 1:3
US 1-3 500-650 lbs., 22.00-22.50
US 2-3 450-650 lbs., 20.00-21.00.
Spars 16.00-19.00
______
GRANT'S MARCH
Gen. Ulysses S. Grant bas- ..
his advance toward Fort Doti--elson on the Cumberland Ftiver
on Feb. 13, 1862.

rday's Puzzle
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Decay
Babylonian
Jelly
--Norm
French article
Candrelfeitisf
(abbr.)

A CELEBRATING RCA's
tilitalatr•
QUARTER CENTURY
TaymEn5r)V, F TV LEADERSHIP!
since 1947. Tocome a long way
RCA Television has
RCA's 25 years
celebrating
dramatize how far, we're
on AccuColor TV.
with special values
of TV leadership
dependable TV—yours now
AccuColor—RCA's strong,
-pleasing prices.
at budget

14

? 23

Celebration Special!

XL-100

Inc.

NO CHASSIS TUBES
TO BURN OUT! COMPARE!
WITH TRADE

REMEMBER, IF IT DOESN'T HAVE THE RCA EMBLEM,
IT CANNOT BE A RCA TELEVISION
Lowest priced
big-screen
AccuColor" console

AccuColor'—
bright, sharp,
tough TV

RCA AccuColor*

in charming
Colonial, at a
value price

$44995
Ti. GLENDALE
Model GQ-599
2V chaoonal rucluo•

Compact AccuColor
console has powerful
New Vista* chassis for
outstanding performance,
A F.T. and AccuTint for
fiddle-free tuning

411 Maple
Murray, Ky.

The CAYUGA
GQ 56.9. New V.steR chews
20' diegohei picture

AccuColor for vivid color,
dependable performance,
accurate automatic tuning
--al a price that's ewe
to live with. Come see
this beautiful RCA
consolette soon.

TI,. PANIARO
Model GQ 66 I
.25'Impanel p.ctu,
•

Phone 753-1713
Service 753-1705

.-----------

Striking Spanish style
cabinet in wood veneers
features the AccuBrite
picture tube—ACA's best.
New Vista chassis has
A.F.T..and AccuTint for
tuning convenience.
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FOR SALE

FOR SALE
ONE REGISTERED Appaloosa
mare, also one Saddle King
saddle. Phone 436-2268.
F25C
_ - -

Thurs. * Fri. * Sat.
SP ECTA LS I

FREE WASHER and dryer witt
purchase of our new 1972 Fairway during month of February.
65'x12', two full baths, three
bedrooms,
shag
carpet
throughout, Mediterranean
ddcor," double door. frost free
Cie leitir Oven,
diPuiie furniture. Housetype
in9ulation, hurricane strap and
bay windows. Bill's ._ Mobile
Hhmes, 3900 South Beltline Highway, Paducah, Kentucky. Phone
443-6150.
F28C

(Or Chicken Liver Dinner)

FISH DINNER

350 GALLON GAS tank with hose
you can lock. $15.00 Call 753F25P
3889.

Includes:

tCKNEY -PONY -tw
-- :
young calf. Phone 753- _
F25C
6.
MOTORCYCLE BOOTS, size
11/
1
2. $60.00 new, worn twice. Sell
for 440.00. Phone 753-8237 after
F25NC
6:00p.m.

-

Holstein
PlIC

TRIANGLE IN

- e bedroOm brick home on a
NEARLY COMPLETED dire
beautifully wooded lot in Lynnwood Estates. This home
/
2
-features central heat and air, wall to ivall-cerpeting, 11
--ceramic baths, enclosed garage, front poidi and a patio.
--There is still time left to select your own carpeting, appliances, etc. if you hurry.

Both Here or Sa

FTRINTE1

TRIANGLE INN

registered
TRAILER PARK with 17 spaces. COCKER SPANIEL
Championship
BRANDNEW Martin 30-30 model'East of Murray on
Hwy. 94. Will blonde female.
336, lever action Carbine with finance two-thirds at $135.00 a blood lines, 3/
1
2 months. Shots,
Weaver K25 scope and mounts.
dewormed. $40.00. Phone 753month. Call 753-6202 or 753F24C
Phone 767-6294.
F25P
3648.
TFC 5605.
FISH DINNER
With salad or slaw, hash
puppies & french fries $1.29
Here or Go -Mural Fri., Sat.

TRIANGLE INN7534953

SIX PIECE living room suite,
Broyhill, Early American dining
room suite, Broyhill five piece
bedroom suite, Credenza, Early
American AM-FM radio and
player, G.E. refrigeratorwith ice maker. Phone 753F24C

Maier 12 yoaes)
Meat and 2vegetables or
french fries...$.49 Here
Go 753.495)

$12

Highest Quality Filet Of Fish
Chips, French Fries or Baked Potato
Cole Slaw or Tossed Salad with choice of our HomelideNtwasinger
Hush Puppies or our Home-Made Rails
With our Good-Tasting, Home-Made Tartar Sauce

UPRIGHT PIANO, rebuilt.
OR TAKE over payments,trailer
Phone 753-3103 after 6:00 p.m.
8'x46', two bedrooms. $1,200.00 or
F26C
$43.50 per month. Phone 474F28C
OLD DRESSER; old twin bed; 23811.
all kinds antique dishes; lobpressed glass, odds and ends. If NEW GIANT Red Strawberries.
interested phone 753-4716. M1C Stark Plants. Fruit trees. Phone
F24NC
7534051.

cHIID's PIAIE

acres of land, just East of Puryear, Tenn. No expense was
spared to make this ond of the nicer hopes in the area. It has
living room with fireplace, kitchen-dining room combination, one bedroom, utility room and a glassed-in back
porch on the main floor. Two additional bedrooms are on the
second floor and a fireplace in the full size basement.

MT FABRIC
SHOP
54" WASHABLE BONDED ACRYLIC
& Solids in Pastel Colors
These srejast right fyour,Urlpg_
wardrobe!
Reg. 1.98 yd.
yd.
Now
T -Tabls w POLY-EVER KNITS
9814Rog. SAS Now 42
.

98,

ogin
SAFTVLJLTIRES
WE ARE ..

OVER STOCKED
With Famous Long Lasting
DEAN TIRES

Which Means :

SPECIAL SALE
PRICES!!
* COME BY AND SEE US *

Cain Gulf Service

Corner of 6th & Main

10'x50' TWO BEDROOM mobile 1,000 BALES First class Red
home,furnished, air conditioned, Top and Jap Hay. Phone, 489F25NC
electric heat. Phone 753-8558 2405.
F24P
after 5:00p.m.
FIVE INSIDE doors; one
commode and two lavatories. See
We can quickly fix
at the Lodger & Times office, 103
one or 100
TFNC
North 4th Street.
plates to go
1970STARCRAFT 8 sleeper, fold
1 TRIANGLE INN
down camper. Fully equipped.
753 4953
Like new. Phone 7534452 or 753.
1744.
F24C
MAGNOLIA MOBILE home,
MILLIONS OF rugs have been
I3'x63', extra fine. A-0 Coach
cleaned
with Blue Lustre. It's
Estates. Central heat and air, all
America's finest. Rent electric
electric, heat tape, underpenned.
shampooer $1. Big K, Belaire
Two bedrooms, large bath,
Shopping Center.
F26C
washer and dryer included, fully
carpeted, new drapes, recently
painted. Many other extras. You 1968-72' SHASTA motor home,
must see to appreciate. Drive by self contained,sleeps 6. Excellent
and look, then call for ap- condition. Clean, low mileage.
pointment, 753-4307 after 5:00 or Phone 753-4022 after 4:00 p.m.
March 6C F28C
762-2851 work).

Phone 753-5862

1970 ASTROGLASS fishing beat,
15' with trolling motor and 80
H.P. Mercury, tilt trailer. Phone
F25C
7534995.

Corning Ware

TrioReg.Set
'19.50
)

AKC REGISTERED Toy Poodle
weeks old.
HAY FOR Sale, Red Clover and Puppies, seven
$45.00
to $55.00.
of
prices
Special
753-7550
Phone
Orchard Grass.
F25C Phone 753-4469 after6 AO p.m.
after MO p.m.
FDIC •

CHICKEN DINNER
Sr
CHICKEN LIVER DINNER
Thurs., Fri., & Sat. $.99 Here

am

CRUI

ONLY $6 500 FOR a 27 acre wooded tract of land that has
nr12`
approximately 1,400
or on
within 500 ft. of Kentucky Lake. Good development property
for homesites, camping sites, etc.

every
dda h

FOUR BEDROOM,TWO-STORY frame home on a 110' x 170'
corner lot in Hazel. Has gas heat, city water and sewers. Only
--SOO down and take over paymentsot$51.00per month.
_

HERI
4 bed
model
got eN

SPACIOUS 4-BEDROOM SHINGLED HOME at 107 South
14th Street This conveniently loca_tod home has wall to wall
carpeting,2 baths, large kitchen,living room,sun porch;one
car garage, and a corner lot. Near elementary school,
grocery store and the University.

DOUE
closet
side ir
-01,001

EXCELLENT PRODUCING 100 ACRE FARM and a
recently built 3-bedroom brick home. Located 5 miles Northeast of Murray,in the Van Cleave section. This farm has 3
barns,a good well, 2 stock ponds and approximately 98 acres
of tillable land. The owner will consider keeping the house
with a few acres and selling the balance of the land. Lots of
good building sites on the long highway frontage.
CHEAPER THAN RENT!! For a full price of $4,000 you can
buy a good 2 bedroom shingled house on a 100' x 210' lot in
Hazel. On city water and sewers. Good financing terms can
be arranged.

NEW
decal
bedroi
home

INEXPENSIVE CATTLE FARM - 45 acres of good
pastureland that has good fences and a practically new
stock pond. Located in the Southwest section of the county
and priced at only $5,500.

8 LOT

FOUR ACRE TRAILER PARK within a short distance of
Kentucky Lake.Includes a 24' x 44' double-wide mobile home
residence, with or without furniture. Has state approved and
licensed facilities for 10 trailer rental spaces, large bath
house and recreation building, good well, garden space and
fruit trees. Owners reason for selling is poor health.

NOST
speck
den,
more.

THIRTY ACRE TRACT WITH a good deep well and no
buildings. Suitable for farmland or for development. Located
FOUR ACRE TRACT of land on Locust Grove Road, with a
approximately 9 miles Southwest of Murray in the edge of
good homesite. Priced at $4,000.
- - :Tennessee. Priced at $400 por_aCte.
*
eglitOOM BRICK home at 1510
ATTRACTIVE T*Bl
ATTRACTIVE 3-BEDROOM LAKEFRONT COTTAGE in
is in like new condition and the
Belmonte Drive.
Pine Bluff Shores. Has 11
/
2baths, kitchen, living room,'dining
owners reason for selling is that they have bought a larger
room,shady yard, private boatdock and private beach. Price
house. Consists of a living room, kitchen-dining area comreduced.
bination, I% ceramic baths, wall to wall carpeting
doors
to
the
glass
throughout, central heat and air, sliding
DO-IT-YOUSELF SPECIAL - A two-story frame house on a &
concrete patio, kitchen built-ins, large utility room, carport acre wooded tract. Located withbi 15 minutes of Murray and
and a boated 10' x 12' outside storage dud.Priced for a quick
priced at just $6,000.- sale. -

WILL BE VACANT SOON - An attractive 3 bedroom brick
home on a 90' x 145' lot at 1312 Kirkwood. This home is in an
excellent state of repair and is one of the best we have to offer
in the moderate price range.
WELL BUILT 2-BEDROOM BRICK home at 1700 Olive
Street,situated on a fenced 100' x 150' corner lot. Has a living
room, dining room, kitchen with built-ins, family room,
enclosed garage,2 air conditioners, draperies and carpeting.
_

SPED
bedrcx
-and ai

LOOK
Kings
18th Si

PEAC
fronts
for lu.

FRAME CHURCH BUILDING, in excellent condition, plus a
2-bedroom frame parsonage and 2 additional lots. Located
near downtown Murray. Suitable for many different uses.
EXCEPTIONALLY NEAT 2-BEDROOM FRAME house on
Gilbert Street, in Hazel. Has a living room, kitchen, bath,
utility room and a family room with fireplace. Situated on a
95' x 145' lot.

PERI
beaut

WITH THE BUILDING SEASON NEAR AT HAND,we invite
you to check with us for the site for your future home. We
believe we have the largest selection of lots of any real estate
firm in Murray. Priced from $2,000.

Phone 753-7333
Home Phones:

Fulton E. Young, 753-4946;
Ishmael Stinson, 7-53-1534-- LICENSED IN KENTUCKY AND TENNESSEE NICE TWO bedroOin trailer,
located on large fenced lot. No. 18
Shady Oaks. For information
phone 753-7359 after 4:00 p.m.
F24C

Ever
baths,
/0 only 4

100mni _ LIVE
bedra
a pric
dining
tly.

4th & Maple Streets

FOR RENT

THE]

RECENTLY &MODELED AND EXPANDED 3-bedroom
-frame-homec- on Frist Street-in Hazel. Has 1%-hadsvgarand electric heat,separate garage, plus a brand new 24it36
shop building with a concrete floor_ Bargain priced.

Fulton Young Realty, Inc.

FOR RENT

OLD 1
bedrcx
aehool

LARGE FRAME DUPLEX HOUSE located at the corner of
Vine and Ninth Street, .Has a spacious upstairs that is
presently being converted into an additional rental unit with
a separate entrance. Good location - good price.

To BUY, See Us! To SELL, List With Us!

FOR RENT

CLEAN UP shop or body shop for
rent on Highway 641 near Midway. Phone 753-5311.
F26C

ONE BEDROOM efficiency
apartment at 1602 Dodson. Phone
753-6564
for further inBEDROOM
furnished
ONE
F24C
SCHNAUZER SEWING MACHINE and cabinet SOUP'S on,the rug that is, clean apartment on South 16th Street, formatioo.
MINIATURE
',tipples, registered. Non shed with buttonholer and other at- with Blue Lustre. Rent electric two blocks from University.
coats. Perfect disposition. tachments. Price 860.00. Also shampooer $1. Begley Drug $6500 plus utilities. Phone 753- TWO BEDROOM apartment,
--F24C large rooms, furnished or unReasonable terms. Melody-Ayre boy's sport coats, sizes 9-11-12-15. Store,Central Shopping Cen4910.
furnished. Rent reasonable.
Kennels, Buchanan, Tenripisee Phone 753-3376 after 5:00 p.m.
ter.
F26C
F24C
F24NC
phone 901-247-3345.
APARTMENT, Phone 489-2595.
EFFICIENCY
HOME STEREO tape player with air conditioned,electric heat,one
four speakers. Also 6" Panosonic bedroom. Phone 75347311 or 753- THREE
BEDROOM
unBALES JAP Hay, $.50 per
ONE USED refrigerator, one Television. Phone 753-7312. F24P 3139.
F24C furnished house, city gas,
F'25P
bale. Phone 436-2377.
electric range, good condition.
Wage.165.00. In Hazel.
Phone 753-3879 or 753-1649. F25C
EFFICIENCY APARTMENT for Farmington. 382-2299.
F25P
BOY'S CL,OTHES, sizes 8
students, across street from
two
through 10. Girl's clothes, sizes 3
•
campus. Available now. Private1
2 parking provided. Phone 713-4342 10'x50 TWO BEDROOM fur
12' V BOTTOM aluminum boat, through 10, cheap. Also /
new $175.00. Phone 753-4782. TFC Chihuahua puppy. Phone 753- or 753-4978 after 5:00p.m. F24C nished . trailer, air conditioned,
3110.
F25C
electric heat. Water furnished.
Phone 489-2513.
F25C
rocker;
COUCH: RECLINER;
1989 HONDA 350 Scrambler, low SIX ROOM house, centrally
swivel chair; portable seiying, mileage. Excellent condition. located. Garage, utility robm,
machine; and 8 track car stereo With helmet. Phone 767electric heat. Available March 1. .38 ACRES FIRE cured tobacco
F24C
...
tape. Phone 753-6200.
born.Phone 71415411. TFC
Bole 753-3690
FE*
Pp
°r Go TRIANGLE

PLAI,
20 ac
build'
prope
make

TWO,STORY FRAME RESIDENCE, near the
University, at 202 North 13th Street. Has a living room, dining
room, kitchen, bath and 3 bedrooms on the first floor. The
second floor has a bath and 3 furnished bedrooms that are
being used as rental units. Situated on a 80' x 188' shady lot.

LARGER OLDER FRAME HOME in good condition, at 506
Pine Street. Has 7 rooms and bath, including two kitchens.
Newly redecorated and carpeted. A good buy at $8,500.

4 Miles South on Hwy. 641

EXR
full ix
and s

JARGEI

PRICED WELL BELOW REPLACEMENT COST - This 3
bedroom home of brick and aluminum siding is situated on a
5 acre tract that includes a large stock barn in excellent
shape. Located less than 10 miles from Murray,on a blacktop
road and priced at only $18,500.

ESBITTIABRIC
SHOP

es

40 ACRE FARM WITH A COMPLETELY REMODELED 3bedroom frame home. This house has wall to wall carpeting,
1,02 baths, living room,dining room, kitchen, utility room and
a large semi-finished attic. There are 36 acres of cleared
land, 2 stock ponds, a good well and 2 barns on the place..
Located approximately 7 miles Southwest of Murray.

4'LETELY REMODELED two-story.. brick home and 3

With our boase-maelfe

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

GOOD STURDY 3-BEDROOM stucco home with a large
basement, gas furnance, living room, dining room, kitchen
and bath. Also has a 3-room garage apartment and a 24' x 34'
concrete block building. Good potential for rental income.

AL11OWCOMPLETED4Tiedii0iiiiiikk litizo4 with
shingled Mansard Roof. This fine home is located in Canterbury Estates and features an extra large foyer with an
open staircase, uving room, cmung room, family room with
fireplace, utility room, kitchen with built-ins, powder room,
and double garage on the ground floor level. On the second
floor, there are 4 spacious bedrooms and 2 ceramic baths.
Central heat and air and carpeted throughout.

1/4 of a Golden, Triangle-fried Chicken (or
an order of Chicken Livers)
Potatoes, any style-baked, french fried, home fried or
stewed.
Combination Salad with choice of our home-made
dresshuci or tide slaw

TRIANGLE INN

FOUR FRESH
cows.Charles B,"
6636.

-99

Includes:

ESTATE FOR SALE REAL ESTATE FOR SALE REAL ESTATE-TOR -VALE

AT 1513 KIRKWOOD, we can offer you one of the better
homes in Murray. Situated on a fenced-in lot, 150' x 100', this
brick home has a spacious 2-floor plan that consists of a
foyer,living room,dining room, kitchen with all the built-ins,
family room with fireplace, ceramic bath and 2-bedrooms on
the main floor. Upstairs there are 2 additional bedrooms, a
sewing room and an additional ceramic bath. The house has
a large utility room and a double garage.

CHICKEN DINNER

Igedin reitaway.Ce.i
COUNTRY HAM DINNER
$1.85
Here or C4 7534953

BY OWNER, 1623 Loch Lomond
Drive, Forget the car pool, Buy
your family a house with 4 large
bedrooms only one block from
Robertson School on bus route to
middle school and two blocks
from New High school. Call 7536567 for an appointment and
M 1P
further details.

REAL

FOR SALE

SALE

FOR RENT
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More
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On Pa e 12

DUPLEX ON Monroe. Five mons
and bath, central heat and air,
carpet throughout, extra larige
master bedroom, range. Days
phone 753-3648 or 753-6202 after
S:00pj
IFC

NICE ALL electric house with
basement. Carpeted, $85.00. Also
on private lot, mobile home,
reasonable rent, $65.00. Phone
753-8333.
- F25P

als....,••••,••••••.

4

THREE BEI
attached gal
and dishwasl
room and hi
on Lynn Groi
2766 after 6:f
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EXPANSIVE WITH ALL THE EXTRAS-two bedrooms, two
full baths, basementfamily room with fireplace, central heat
and air. Ideal location, wooded lot. Under $40,000.00.

the
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Holiday Inn, Murray
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CHARLES M. CARTER
The Farni Bureau hlsurance
Companies are proud to announce
• CHARLES M. Carter Is now working
with Ray -T.-Broach in Calloway
County. MR. CARTER is a native of
• Scottsville,-1(y. He- is a graduate-44,
Western Ky. University with a degree
in Agriculture and formerly worked
with Kentucky and U.S. Department of •
Agriculture. MR. CARTER, his wife
Joyce and two children are living at
402 North 12th St.

•

FOR SERVICE YOU CAN COUNT ON
CHARLES M. CARTER

AUTO.•PiR

use on
, bath.
•• on a

• invite
e. We
estate
1

•

Residence
753-9726
Murray, Ky

OFFICE
309 S.5th St.
753-4703

- CROP NAIL...SLUR OROSO..POL.•LSPO
.
_

toeb A*,
FARM BUREAU
INSURANCE COMPANIES

I

••-•

•-••41-.4
.
•-•

-0 • •-•••-••

ELF.CTROLUX SALES di Ser- NEW 141-Reducing Plan, 42
vices,Box 213, Murray,Ky.,C.M. tableb, $3.0 -Money back
Sanders, phone 382-2468, Far- guarantee. Safe-T Discount
F24C
TFC Pharmacy.
mington, Kentucky.

Thu

plus a
• ated
uses.

:

Associates

134

house with
$85 00. Also
°bile home,
`.00 Phone
F25P

4

AUTOS FOR SALE
1971 JEEP CJ5, winch-positrack,
suspension',
duty
heavy
automatic hubs. $2900.00 firm.
F25C
Phone 753-1948.

HILDA WHITHELL
Pennyrich Consultant
Phone 7534472

ExpertSewing Machine
Service
We pick up & deliver
DISCOUNT SEWING &
STEREO
Hazel, Ky.
492-8812

As of this day, February 211
will not be responsible for any
debts other than my own, Carl
Arteberry, 1106 Olive.
F24P
FREE ESTIMATE on septic tank
installation. Phone 753-7850. l'FC

FOR PROFESSIONALS
Men and Women
A private WEIGHT WATCHERS.
-CLUB is now=faking applieations for new members. Are you interested in
supervised classes. With access to
exercise equipment, sauna bath,
massage, rest area, and manual
exercise classes. If you would like to
loin, please phone 7534865 dAys or 753.
SIR a ftei: 5m.

PARKER FORD, Inc.

Property Valuation Adm.
Calloway County

7th & Main
Happy 39th (?)
Birthday
RAYMOND
TIDWELL

ea.

Call...

PARKER FORD will be open on Frid
night until-8:0G p.m. for the convenience of car or truck buyers.

DANCE SATURDAY night, 7
o'clock, Feb. 26, 1972, at
American Legion Hall, Country
Music Square Dancing, Admission Free.Call 753-8014. 1TC

Sheila Thompson
is now employed at theHAIRDRESSER
She invites all her friends
to phone her for an ap• •intment at- 753-3538
SERVICES OFFERED

Phone 753-5273
You get the best for less at
DISCOUNT SEWING AND
STEREO CENTER at
Hazel, K). Ph. 492-8812.

SERVICES OFFERED

,
TRACTOR REPAIR work. .INCOME TAX service-M.B.
753-6
Phone
.
duty.
Experience
on
Tax
mechanic
d
Experience
*
We make field service calls day for appointment. Reasonal
March r
or night. Phone 753-9879 or 753- rates.
March 17C
9857.
INTERIOR. EXTERIOR
painting; any size job. All work
guaranteed. Use first quality
paint. Free estimate. Call Steve
February 28(
Todd, 753-8495.

AUTOS FOR SALE

1969 DATSUN 2,000 SR 311. Good
top and tires. 24,300 miles, needs
with
BY OWNER; home with three WANT TO BUY 5,000 BTU air clutch. Must sell. $1400.00. Phone 1967 FORD XL. convertible
spacious bedrooms, two full conditioner, 110 volt. Phone 489- 753-9771 after 5:30 p.m., all day 428 engine, chrome revers
F26C
wheels, automatic, powe
baths, living room, kitchen with 2303.
Saturday and Sunday.
condition
extra amount of cabinets and all
F28C steering, excellent
Price 8895.00. Phone 753-84
built-ins, family room with WOULD LIKE to buy a used baby
beamed ceiling and fireplace stroller. Phone 753-3102.
F24C 1971 DATSUN 1200; light yellow, after 5:00p.m.
with marble hearth, marble
17,000 miles, Mag wheels. Like
entry hall, an unusual number of WANT TO BUY good work mule. new, locally owned. Phone 435- 1963 CHRYSLER 4 dk,,: New
closets, intercom with AM-FM shone 498-8588.
F24C Yorker, white. Extra clean.
F26C 5715.
radio, central heat and'-idir
Phone 436-2427.
conditioing with air cleaner and
one
wagon,
STATION
FORD
1966
and
humidifier. 3,4 acre lot. Peace
FOR SALE OR TRADE
owner, low mileage, excellent 1968 COUGAR,yellow. v iny l roof,
quiet of the country within sight
condition.:All the extras. Phone air, disc brakes, new white wall
753-1499
Phone
of the University.
15' SWISS 6,40 H.P. engine. Will
F24C tires, 33,000 miles. Under
nights for appointment, • F28C sell Or trade for good second car. 753-3222 after 6:00 p.m.
warranty. $1400.00. Phone 753753-6809 or 753-1688. F24C
THREE BEDROOM brick with Phone
haedtop 8541.
door
98
two
OLDS
1969
attached garage. Built-in stove
all power and air, white wi
and dishwasher,carpet in living
OR TRADE grocery, -black vinyl roof, black interior.
SALE
FOR
room and hall. Four miles out
door
Doing good business, reason for Reason for selling, going over 1969 DATSUN four
on Lynn Grove Rood. Phone 753•
automatk
22,000
One._
nulek._
Phone
753;
retirin&.
M IC
2765 after 6.00 p.m:week.
753-6206.
March 15
)19NC _ wner.
.
• Phone
- days.

If interested in part time work at a good
income, you may attend these classes.

March 1 is the last day for homeowners that are 65 years
of age or older to make application for homestead
Open Saturday, Febtliary'26 until
exemption. We will
12:00 noon.
Charles E. Hale

.

1972 CHEVELLE SS 350 cubic
inch, V8, power steering, air
conditioning, 3 speed, automatic
transmission, factory stereo tape
player and radio. Phone 753F29C
3111.

444-Sat., Felk-154

SPECIAL ANNOUNCEMENT!

Phone 753-4342
home phone 753-4910;
Edna Knight,
home phone 753-8958
Pat Mobley,

MODERATELY PRICED 3 TEN ROOM house, four rooms
bedroom home. Carpeted, cen- up,six down, in process of being
tral heating and air conditioning, remodeled. Lot 155'x340' A
built-in stove and dishwahser, barstn. Phone 753-9924 after
closed garage, and a patio of- 12:110noon.
F24P
fering relative privacy. Available
for occupancy-mid May 1972. Call
WANT TO BUY
March 21P
753-7966.

When?

IMPORTANT NOTICE

DONALD R. TUCKER, Realtor
MEMBER OF MULTIPLE LISTING

BALDWIN PIANOS and organs
for rent or sale. Rent applies to
purchase. Lonardo Piano Co.;
l'e,
.
across from Post Office, Ppa
Tennessee.

Where?

P
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• ated
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NOTICE

Pennyrich Training School

i

ce of
• home
• and
- bath
ce and
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What?

t

_

COME FIX your own ceramics
starting February 29, each
Tuesday and Thursday evening
at 6:30 to 9:30 at Jane's Ceramic
Shop,two miles East off 94, F28C

50 ACRES WITH THE MOST BEAUTIFUL deep grass in
Calloway County. Line fenced and cross fenced, spring fed
creek, two small stock shelters. Perfect location for future
sub-division.

PLANT YOUR SAVINGS IN LAND - WATCH THEM GROW.
20 acres on Wiswell Road, 4 bedroom farm house with out- "IPCUTE TWO BEDROOM FRAME COTTAGE AT Panorama
for just $9,500.00. Hurry before your neighbor buys it.
buildings, land adjoins two subdivisions. City water to
property. Around 1,000 feet of highway frontage. This can
make you money.
HERE'S A DULL AD ON AN EXCITING HOME. Beautifully
decorated tri4evel, 2 years old, gorgeous
CRUEL WORLD! OWNER TRANSFERRED AND MUST
pensively dr8Indrkundy
baths, lovely Trrocreim
SELL Newly Listed, two bedroom home just one block from
everything. Draperies, fireplace, carpets. Let us show you
SAY YOU NEED LOTS OF LAND, LIKE 70 acres with
this home.
..
highway frontage and backed by railroad. Going to build a
factory? We have just the place You'll like it.
HERE COMES TilE'TOWEL!-OWNE-it GIVES UP. Take his
4 bedroom, 2 bath, central heat and air, double ovens,in
modern kitchen,two year old brick home for just $32,000. It's
NOT AN ORDINARY HOME. It has personality! Two miles
•
got everything,but_you.
south of town. Has five bedrooms, two fireplaces, basement,
gas heat, on 2/
2 acres. Large block building on highway
1
would be excellent clean-up or antique shop. Take a closer
DOUBLE LIVING! THREE BEDROOMS, bath, utility,
look!
• closet, built-in stove, carpets, central heat and air on each
km . idde in the brick duplex. Nice home with good income. Cost
good two
COUNTRY LIVING IS GREAT - 5 acres with
rents for $150.00 a side.
1
us for
Call
town.
from
miles
2
1
/
2
just
bedroom frame house,
now.
in
Artistically
'
move
can
CHARMER
You
OLDE
details.
LIL
§ NEW LISTING...
decorated, attractively landscaped at 1725 Keenland. Three
JONES? Get away from the
2baths, central heat and air, lovely drapes. This WWI KEEP UP WITH THE
/
bedrooms,11
west of Kirksey, good barn,
farm
acre
90
Beautiful
Jon!
sale.
quick
a
for
right
bought
home can be
now
fair house, good land, great fishing in your lake. Buy
Jones.
the
don't tell
8 DOTS CLOSE TO KENTUCKY LAKE. All for just $1,800.00.
TIRED OF BEING A RENTER? BE A LANDLORD!! Kick
NOSTALGIC FOR THE GOOD OLD DAYS? Large families, off your shoes in this redecorated three bedroom brick home.
spacious high ceilinged rooms, cozy fireplaces, oversized Dining room, lots of storage. Rent the extra two bedrooms
den, 7 bedrooms, 2 baths. "Todayi" kitchen. All this and with private entrance to students. $23,500 buys it all.
more. Let us show you.
A LOVELY VALENTINE - Beautiful carpeting and
spotless interior. 3 bedroom brick home in exdraperies,
three
built
OLD MEMORIES - MIDDLE AGED but well
cellent location and priced for your valentine. Only $20,750.00
bedroom frame on nice lot. Convenient to shipping and
schools. Less than $15,000.00.
FEELING RANCHY??? WE HAVE THE BEST PLACE IN
THE COUNTY for you and tar cattle. Perfect home
THE PERFECT REMEDY FOR GROWING PAINS - This
)
building sites, unbelievable water supply, lots of fences, deep
.
pocketbook
your
and
family
growing
ti-level will suit your
grass and 425 acres to roam.This can be yours.
lush
2
bedrooms,
4
Ever so large family room with fireplace,
,-baths,family kitchen, central heat and air, carpets, drapes, HEMMED IN? How about this little two bedroom frame
I only 4 years old and priced at just 830,750.00.
house on Highway 121. The price is perfect. Just $10,600.00,
SPRING TIME FRESH. Newly listed and newly built. 3 LOOKING,FOR APLACE TO GET YOUR GMILDFtEN OljT
bedrooms, 2 baths, den-kitchen combination, central heat OF TOWN? Norenrest of Kirkaey, this rolling 100 acre tract__
--aadairroaspata-garisge-Ralhallo 1 owner.
is holding the world together and it's a steal. Has frees,- rocks, fields, creeks, the whole works for 816,500.00.
LOOKING FOR A LOT TO BUILD ON? We have them in
Kingswood,Camelot,Gatesborough,Sherwood Forest, North
MOVE YOUR BETTER /
2 TO BETTER QUARTERS! We
1
18th Street, Oakdale and other areas of town. All prices.
have listed a spic and span three bedroom, two bath brick in
Keenland Subdivision. Central heat and air, carpets, drapes,
PEACE OF MIND!X ACRES OF SECLUSION.800' highway spacious den, modern kitchen with lots of storage. You will
frontage, one mile from Kentucky lake. Fields, woods. all love it.
for just 312,800,00.
DON'T LET YOUR MONEY GET LAZY,PUT IT TO WORK.
Nine apartments,fully furnished,fully rentell.idealligation,
jinx guaranteed year round rental. Not a bad price!!
_ LIVED IN A LTrTIED A LOT.
bedroom brick on Farmer Avenue has the space you need at
a price you can afford. Newly decorated, large living room, CUTTING CORNERS? Stop and call about this charming
dining area, paneled den, extra large patio. Move in promp- three bedroom two bath in terrific location. Two fireplaces,
tly.
spacious rooms, Tappan appliances in kitchen. Attractive
landscaping. Lots of house for $26,000.00.
PERFECT LAKE FRONTAGE 1200 ft. of it. 20 acres of
CAN YOU BELIEVE 7 ACRES OF COMMERCIAL
beautiful wooded rolling land.
PROPERTY with 700' highway frontage for only $12,800? It's
COUNTRY LIVING IS GREAT AND SO CLOSE TO TOWN. true. Let us show you.
22 acres just Ph miles North of Stella.
LIKE A LITTLE 30 ACRE SPREAD ALL YOUR OWN? We
have it on Johnny Robertson Road.
SPECULATORS SPECIAL!! How would you like a brick
duplex on a lot 107'x192' in a R-4 zone for just $24,500?
16 ACRES OF LAND FOR EASY LIVING and less than one
Minimum upkeep, maximum income. O.K. to build another
mile from city. You will like this.
duplex on lot with zoning approval. Check this one out.
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-Defense. Beginning
Classes in the Sport of Judo and Self Club on 4th Street,
classes start February 25, at .1 & L Health
children 6 yrs.
and Spruce. Classes are for men, women, and
brown belts registered
and up. Classes are instructed by two
FEDERATION. (Indiana
with the UNITED. STATES JUDO
ATHLETIC
Yudanshakai) also associated with AMATEUR
come dressed in a long.
class,
the
UNION. If you wish to join
Times for classes
sleeve sweat-shirt, and loose fitting slacks.
1:00 PM 3:00 PM.
are: Friday - 7:00 PM - 900 PM,Saturday - in
family, 4 dollars
oerson
firct
for
FEES are: 5 dollars month
third person. For
month for 2nd person, and 4 dollars for
FALLS 767
further information call BILL FALLS, BRENDA
4457

ELECTROLUX
New0 models
demonstrated
FREE at your home.
mid lit•tallMeht
Take 1 rad••
Slake

"%ill

ant

Ca!! SAL SARCONE
753-7222
Service Also Offered
RUMMAGE SALE,14 mile out of
Murray, New Concord Highway,
Saturday, February 26, 7:00 till
2118. Clothing and
114.1531-81112-1:_...

BLUE MARLIN
Club
Friday Night
Sue Paschall
and
New Breeds

ye a little and Save a
I DISCOUNT SEW
ND STEREO CE
192411.12.

0
Exterior or Interior
Quality workmanship
Free estimate
Call 753-3484

PERSONAL ,INCOME tax ser- FOR RADIO, Television a
vice by appointment. Plibne 436- electrical appliance repair, a
F29C plumbing maintenance phoae
.
2145.
March lp
436-7225.
FURNITURE REFINISHING,
all _work guaranteed. Free pick
PAINTING
up and delivery. Free estimate. PROFESSIONAL
estimate.
Antique or natural finish. Jerry and decorating. Free
MIC
489-2287
Call
Marchl8C
McCoy,753-3045.
LOST & FOUND
SEPTIC TANK cleaning, beat
hoe work. Phone Rex Camp,
LOST BLACK ahd white Beag.
5933.
With grey face in vicinity of Five
BULLDOZER WORK, trucking, Points. Phone 753-4572 or 753
M kt
also bank gravel, fill dirt and 1738. Reward.
topsoil. Phone Hardin 354-8569 or
354-4161 after 6:00 p.m. Mar.3C
WANTED TO RENT
FOR ALL your home additions, WANT TO RENT small house In
alterations, remodeling, etc. or near Kiiksey, furnished er
Free Estimates Phone 753unfurnished. Phone 437-4548.F2iC
TF
E123.
I WILL do sewing and alterations OFFICE SPACE FOR RENT
of all kinds. Phone Mrs. Gella
Freeland, 522 South 6th Street, PROFESSIONAL OFFIC
F25P
n
758-7987,,
available. For informitte
,
Feder*
at
Thomas
contact Bruce
'UD SERVICE-Registered
en
ce
German Shep er
Murray or phone 753-7921.
bleed tines,Pboae436-4301-

_

Kentucky Roundup 'Nixon.
)-The city of Harlan has been barred from
HARIANiKy.
further use of its incinerator by a restraining order issued
__
Wednesday., _
Circuit Judgeltdwarttfi:Hill signed the order in a suit filed by
the state, contending that &.incinerator was operated Vrithotif
permit and in violation of the law and regulations of the Kentucky
Air Pollution Control Commission.
A $12,000 penalty agginst the eity was aisaasked.
Last week the commission announced it would levy a $1,000
daily fine for violation of commission regulations. The suit
chases ei0Instances of violations after that order was issued.
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP)-Former Kentucky Gov. Lawrence
Wetherby, 64, is expected' to be hospitalized for another two
weeks, following a recent lung operation.
Wetherby, now an attorney at Frankfort and an official of the
Brighton Engineering Co., was governor from 1951-55.
MADISONVILLE, (AM-The Black Citizens Committee of
Madisonville, a 12- member group of Hopkins County resident,
hascharged that racism is practiced throughout Hopkins CouriV...
The group also called Madisonville "a dangerous lawii for
anyone to reside in." Edward Drake, 21, acting committee
chairman said the committee's evaluation of the county seat
"was assessed from facts that are occuring in the city."
He said the reason for terming Madisonville dangerous is
'because of the threat of racial distrubance there.
There was no elaboration given on the charge of racism in the
vounty.
- TZUTSVILMI(y. t AP)-The Lottisville-office of the American
-Red-Cress-ma become a division office July 1, and will coor_
dinate Red Cross activities in most of Kentucky and some parts &southern Indiana.
The Louisville office and other Kentucky chapter offices now
work through the Red Cross regional office in Atlanta.
Robert K.Spangler, manager of the Louisville chapter, said the
action will mean "better communications... and better service

_PEKING (AP)-President Nixon visited the Great Wall of
China today and called for an end-to"walls of any kind between
peoples." Then he met late in the afternoon with Premier Chou
En-lai for their fourth session of talks.
"What is most important is that we have an open world," the
President told
newsmen who accompanied him to the
engineering marvel built 2,200 years ago. It was the President's
first sightseeing tour since his arrival in China Monday.
PARIS (AP)-The Communist delegations to the Vietnam
peace conference walked Out of the talks today after protesting
the escalation of the U.S.air war last week. It was the first time in
the three-year history of the talks that a delegation had walked
out after a session started.
The North Vietnamese and Viet Cong delegations said they
would return next Thursday, March 2. But the U.S. and South
Vietnamese delegations-aald- they would decide later whether
they would meet then. US. Ambassador William J. Porter said
the walkout violated the conference rules of. procedure.
WASHINGTON I AP)-A 20-per-cent hike in Social Security
benefits is off to a strong start in the election-year Congress. The
legislation, introduced in a surprise move Wednesday by Rep.
Wilbur P. Mills, D-Ark., would also reduce slightly this year's
planned payroll-tax increase.
Mutt-chairman of the House Ways and Means Cornmittee
asked the Senate Finance Committee to incorporate his bill in the.
Social Security-welfare legislation it is considering. The Senate is
expected to go along.

h•

WASHINGTON ( AP1-Richard G. Kleindienst faces the first
hurdle on the road to becoming attorney general when the Senate
Judiciary Committee votes today on his nomination. Little op-position has surfaced in the committee and only a few dissenting
-votes appear likely when the nomination goes to the Senate floor.
Kleindienst, chosen by President Nixon to succeed John N.
Mitchell,concluded his committee testimony Wednesday. He was
questioned primarily by liberal Democratic senators on his views
regarding law and order issuesiespecially wiretapping.
PAL ALTO,Calif. ( AP)-Black militant Angela Davis has been
freed on $102,500 bail and is expected to spend her first day in
more than 16-months outside jail walls at a secret hideout.
Her attorneys successfully argued that she had been denied bail
solely on the grounds that she was charged with offenses carrying
a possible death sentense. Since the death penalty was outlawed
in the state last Friday, they said, there was no further reason to
deny bail.
FRANKFURT, Germany AP)-Young Joe Kennedy and the
other passengers on the hijacked German airliner headed for
their homes today. The Arab hijackers released the jumbo jet and
the 14 crew members they had been holding hostage for 40 hours
at the airport in Aden, South Yemen.
Yemeni authorities said the five hijackers had been detained
for questioning.

People In The News
LONDON (AP)-Glenda Jackson, Peter Finch and John
Schlesinger have been named top actress, actor and director of
1971 by the British Society of Film and Television Arts.
The three have also won Hollywood nominations for Oscars for
their parts in the film "Sunaay, Bloody Sunday".
The picture was named as the best film of 1971 by the British
society and Richard Marden took the best film editing award for
his work on it.
Princess Alexandera presented the awards at ta celebritypacked ceremony at the Royal Albert Hall Wednesday night
LIBERTY CORNER, N.J. (AP)-The Kienast quintuplets
Celebrate their second birthday today.
Their Mother, Peggy Jo Kienast, says a family dinner is
planned to mark the occasion for the quints-Abigail, Amy,
Gordon, Sara and Ted.
Mrs. Kienast confided to newsmen Wednesday that she purchased patent leather shoes for the girls".
"The boys will get some presents when I get around to it", Mrs.
Kienast said.
LONDON (AP)-Britain's top monarchy-baiter apologized
today for describing the heir to the throne as a twerp.
William Winter Hamilton, 54-year-old Laborite member of
Parliament, said he 'tpublicly, and unreservedly" withdrew his
description of Prince Charles, 23-year-old son of Queen Elizabeth
Hamilton, a Scott who believes royalty is out of date, voiced his
apology in a letter to the ?brie'of London. He had outraged some
legislators when he used the term in the House of Conundhs last
"I believe him Charles to be a sensible, contented, pleasiint
•
_
young man.
"Who wouldn't be contented andpleasant with a guaranteed
untaxed annual income of 105,000 pounds $273,1100 a year, which is
likely to be doubled or even quadrupled, automatically, within
the next five years".
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spent half an hour looking
about and strolling between
FRANKFORT, KT/AP) '
_watchtowers along the 111-foot- Raise the amount of loans
wide roadway on top of the
The Kentucky Senate unam- guaranteed by the Kentucky
HELP WANTED
mously approved and sent to Farm Development Authority TO ALL TO WHOM THESE
wall.
PRESENTS SHALL COME:
"It's unbelievable," said the
Arlie Scott, of the Murray the House Wednesday abill up- from $7,500 to $20,000.
WHEREAS,In 1938 the Men's WANTED COOK; preferabl)
President as he surveyed the State University agriculture dating the state's election and. -Authorize the Kentucky Tomale. Mnr do light clean up
huge battlemented structure department, was the featured registrotion systems..
bacco Research Board to use Music Club of Murray State
Apply in person at 1113 Sycamore
measure,
which
The
developed
a
University
snaking off over the horizon,
would funds for the construction of respeaker at the third annual preF26C
program that would benefit StreetHe discussed details of the sale dinner meeting of the require every voter to reregis. -search facilities.
wall with his hosts and pointed Kentucky Lake Hereford -ter after the November eler.
those
individuals
interested
in
Prohibit independent au,
TRUCK DRIVERS (Experience
music; and,
to various spots in the area, Association, held Friday night tion, is the result of a two-year,
-i-tossobile dealers from selling
displaying the knowledge at the Colonial House
study by the Legislative Re- new cars under penalty of losWHEREAS, The musical Not Necessary)To train for local
search Commission directed by ing their licenses.
gained from intensive study be- Smorgasbord.
program known as "Campus and over-the-road hauling. Can
after
fore and during the trip.
Scot, told the group that the the 1970 General Assembly.
-Require all used cars to Lights" is sponsored, written, earn - up to $5.16 per hour
The bill also would establish pass Kentucky's motor vehicle and produced by the students short training. For application,
At an informal news confer- consumer spent less of his
ence after the party came income for food in 1971 than a state board of elections head- inspection before being offered and members of Iota Beta call 606-2994912 from 9 A.M, to 7
down, Nixon made his appeal ever before in the history of our ed by the secretary of state and for resale.
Chapter of Sigma Alpha Iota P.M. or write Nation Wide Semi
for an end to walls but com- country. Last year, the average two appointees of the governor
-Permit teachers to take a and Gamma Delta Chapter of Division, 171 New Circle Road,
N.E.,Lexington,Kentucky '
mented that "the Great Wall is figure spent on food was only to administer election laws and reduction in salary to partici- Phi Mu Alpha Sinfonia; and,
F24C
a great wall, and it had ta be 16.3 per cent. It is estimated, supervise registration and dele- pate in a tax-sheltered annuity
WHEREAS, The proceeds of 40505.
names
from
of
tion
voter
built by a great people."
lists
"Campus
Lights"
are
used
plan.
Scott said, that the figure will
Turning to the vice premier drop to about 16 per cent his County boards also would be
The Senate pissed and sent toward music scholarships WAITRESSES AND Cooks;
and looking up at the massive year, even though a 4 per cent set up to supervise and achnin- to the governor a bill that given by the two professional Experience preferred; apply
Ba Da Ling gate high on a increase in food prices is ister on a local level,
would require landowners to fraternities to incoming immediately for full or part time,
nearby mountain,the President predicted. - County boards would be re- obtain an annual permit before students majoring in music at evenings and Sunday noon. Brass
•
,ord aside land for Mariay grate'ijdoergity;
said: "We will not climb the . lie further stated that per quired to review precinct thei
Restäuraht, Attiora,
mountain today we are al- , ,capita consumption of beef in boundaries each year and make - The conunercial shooting of waNOW, THEREFORE, I, Kentucky, phone 354-6373. F29C
'
.
Loteam
wherenecessary.
revisions
ready meeting at the summit in 1971was 113 _peiuids. This
WENDELL
H.
FORD,
Peking:"
--Governor of the Conimonwealeh REGISTERED NURSEr, 'per•
twice
amount con- birboollis fuRherwould- be in- of Kentucky, do hereby manent position, excellent salary
_The_eice_peemier_eesponded_surned
. 1961,_even though -itructed to remove from the
10t1er
with praise of Nixon for "a there are over fifty million rolls any incliVidual who had-`1101M----proclaim the week of February and fringe benefits. If interested
registered but failed to vote in--gnat speech.-u
21-26, 1972, as
contact B.F. Craig, Personnel
More people than in 1951.
"The American people are a
CAMPUS LIGHTS WEEK
Department, P.O. Box 329,
The reason for this, Scott any primary or regular election
in Kentucky, and urge that all Mayfield,Kentucky or phone 247grentoluunditi"-licadded.
-indicated, is thif-Abe-liverage_ ,or four consecutive years.
--individuals who failed to -—4Kentuts pay tribute to this 6730 for app-olntment. An equal.
The party then had tea in a worker has more take-home
meet Kentucky's residency rewonderful example of people opportunity employer, General
nearby tearoom and motored to pay, is spending less of it for
quirements for voter registraworking together for a good Tire & Rubber Company.
MK
the Ming tombs, where they fool and that the producers are
supTlying the consumer with a lion would be permitted to vote
spent another half hour.
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1"01t-SALE
The Chinese led their gueg&t_ttigher quality product.
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rights act.
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Eightieth.
TRIANGLE
INN
the President spotted four little on corn silage would increase
upon signing an oath at the of Farmington.
WENDELL
H.
FORD
girls skipping rope in a park the number of beef cows that
Survivors are two sons, Guy
polls and schedule all primary
GOVERNOR
area and went over to shake could be kept, he emphasized.
Luther of Murray Route Three
Americans Watch Arrival
elections
in
the
state
in
May.
hands. One of the four pushed The trend is toward the
and William Luther of Kansas
Other bills passed and sent to
her companions out of the way -maintenance of ownership of
City, Mo.; one brother, George
NEW YORK ( AP)- An esticattle from birth to market. the House would:
to be first.
Casey of Graves County; one
mated 60 million Americans
NEW YORK (AP) -,. Lapel watched
Accompanying photographers This has the advantage of
sister, Mrs. Ida Wilford of
President Nixon's arcutting out the Middleman,
snapped away_
Graves County; six grand- buttons bearing the image of rival in Peking on television,
Mao
Tse-tung
have been enjoy- according to New York
The premier was the host to- Scott said. Greater emphasis on
children.
Arbi(Continued from Page 1
•Funeral services will be ing a brisk sale in recent days, tron, a ratings service.
day, at the Great Hall of the corn silage, growing rations
says
a
San
ownership
of
Francisco
27th
district
of
importer.
Rowan,
Elliott,
held Friday at 2:30 p.m. at the
People, and the Chinese dis- and maintaining
This is approximately the
Clinton Reilly said Wednespensed with the preliminaries cattle would enable Kentucky Menifee, Wolfe, Magoffin, chapel of the Byrn Funeral
same number of people who
day
that
in
producers
to
send,
to
the
anticipation
beef
of
Breathitt,
Pres,
Ciwsley
and
Jackson
of the previous sessions.
Home, Mayfield, with James
ident Nixon's trip to Chrnii-,-W are tuned in onthe three major
Newsmen were not invited in increasing number of custom counties would go unchanged.
Shockley officiating,
television networks any Sun-Dividing Kenton Ceanty
for a photo session, as they had feedlots a 600 pound feeder
Interment will be in the secured 50,000 Chairman Mao day,the organization
reported.
buttons
from
a
ready
for
finishing.
contact
in
vertically
Hong
between
the
23rd
and
been on the three previous
Farmington Cemetery with the
Kong.
No
Scott
He
concluded
by
said
he
telling
the
has
breakdown
on
sold 15,the figure
24th districts in northern Ken- arrangements by the Byrn
days, and the Chinese quickly
was, given.
escorted them from the build- group that anyone interested in tucky or dividing it horizontal- Funeral Home, where friends 000 in the past 10 days.
beef production should give ly. Under the latter proposal may call.
ing.
Nixon was accompanied as selious consideration to these the heavily populated northern
half of the county would form
usual by Dr. Henry A. Kisslit- Possibilities.
one district, while the more ruger, the President's chief ad---*
ral southern half would be
viser on national security. Secjoined with rural Boone and a
retary of State Rogers continportion of Campbell counties.
ued his separate talks with For(Continued from Page 1
All of the proposals would
eign Minister Chi.
Kissinger did not accompany ations. The bill was passed 89-1. bring all districts except one
The House delayed action on within three per cent of an
the Nixons to the Great Wall,
.Doffis Russell Smith, father
having visited it when he came HB295, which is another bill in ideal-population mean,the limit
to Peking earlier to arrange the the same package,after anob---prescribed---hy- c-1.1-14- District 1-of -Mrs. Lovana Futrell of
President's trip. White He jection was raised to a provi- Court Judge Mac SwinfOrd last Murray, died Wednesday at
Vess secretary Ronald L. Zieg.'-sk'n which would have-the' -year,when he declared an ear- 4:25 a.m. at the Western Baptist
ler said Kissinger remained at fect of excluding the press from lier plan unconstitutional.
Hospital, Paducah.
The exception would be the
the guest house compound juvenile court probeedings.
Smith was 57 years of age and
Rep. George Street Boone, D- 21st District under the proposal a resident of Paducah. He was
working on matters relating to
the President's stay in China Elkton, who made the objec- to group the city of Corbin in an employe of Central States
and other national security af- tion, said he would offer an Whitley County with Clay, Veneers, Inc.
amendment to delete that pro- Knox, Laurel and Leslie coun- , Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
fairs.
vision so the House could take ties.
Floy May Smith of Paducah;
up the bill again Thursday.
Hugh Morris of the Legisla- stepmother, Mrs. Dollie Smith
Other bills which the House tive Research Commissionsaid of Paducah; two daughters,
passed and sent to the Senate he thought the variance of 3.07 Mrs. Lovanna Futrell of
,
per cent above the mathematic- Murray and Mrs. Betty
included:
-HB406, Regulating occupa- al mean could be justified in Childress of Ledbetter; seven
tional education schools and order to keep from dividing the •shns, William Lee Smith
PEKING(AP)- When Pres-- setting qualifications and min- city between districts.
Webber
of Warren, Mich.,
ident and Mrs. Nixon visited imum standards for them,
Jerry Lynn Smith, U.S. Air
the 500-year-old Ming tombs passed 94-0.
Force, South Carolina, Russell
outside Peking today, they
Wayne, Donald Steve, Anthony
HB324, Making it unlawful to
found scores of apparently holi- make or possess any tool speVinson, Victor Joe,and Forrest
daying Chinese carrying new cifically designed to burglarize
Dale Smith, all of Paducah.
transistor radios and sporting vending machines, parking me- Mayfield Feeder Pig Sale
Other survivors include five
colorful garb the First Family ters, coin telephones or the For Wednesday, February 23, sisters, Mrs. Alice Bevis of
1972.
had not seen elsewhere in the like, passed 82-5.
Sheffield, Ala., Mrs. Evelyn
country.
-HB157, Requiring city and Total head 271 compared to last Jeffords of Portage, Ind., Mrs.
After the Nixons left, func- county governing bodies to pre- week $2.00 to $4.00 high.
Mildred Wadley and Mrs.
tionaries went among the scribe fe-q
-airements for ma in- 'Lightweight's under 25 lbs., Nancy Adams,both of Paducah,
people, collecting the radios.
and Mrs. Mabel Rust of
taming cemeteries other than $46.00
As the President and Mrs. those belonging to
US 1-2 26-35 lbs., $50.50
Phoenix, Arizona; three
families,
Nixon approached the tomb of passed 88-0.
US 1-2 36-45 lbs., $51.25
brothers, C.W. (Bill) Smith and
the Emperor Chang Ling, they
Jack Smith, both, of Paducah,
-HB256, Updating the law US 1-2 46-55 lbs., $46.25
paused to watch four Chinese governing soil and water
US 1-2 5649 lbs., 842.00
and Leon Smith of Columbia,
conUS 1-2 70-89 lbs., 836.75
schoolgirls singing and jumping servation districts and
S.C.; ten grandchildren.
allowing
rope. The Nixons beamed, such districts to operate
OS 1-2 90-100 lbs., $31.75
The funeral has been
within
shook hands and chatted with city limits, passed 81-6.
US-3 36-45 lbs., 51.00
scheduled for Saturday at
1.1.5.3 46-55 lbs.. $45.00
the four youngsters and the two
eleven a.m. at the chapel of the
women who held the rope for
US-3 56-69 lbs., 939.50
Lindsey
Funeral
Home,
TURKET SHOOT
them. As soon as the Nixons
Paducah, with Rev. Harold
A Turkey Shoot will be held US-3 70-89 lbs., $35.50 .
US-4 26-35 lbs., ii5.25
turned to enter the tombs, the Sunday, February 27,
Council officiating. Burial will
at one Boars 26-35
lbs., 845.25
little girls took off the bright p.m. at the Jackson
be in the Rosebower Cemetery.
Purchase Boars 36-45 lbs., 51.50
ribbons around their pigtails, Gun Club. The public is
Friends
may call at the funeral
invited Boars 56-69 lbs., 32.25
rolled up their rope and de- to attend.
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